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It is shown that there exist conformally covariant differential operators D,,,, of all 
even orders 21, on differential forms of all orders k, in the double cover M” of the 
n-dimensional compactilied Minkowski space fi. These act as intertwining 
differential operators for natural representations of 0(2, n), the conformal group of 
#‘. For even n, the resulting decompositions of differential form representations of 
OT(2, n), the orthochronous conformal group, produce infinite families of unitary 
representations, the most interesting of which are carried by “positive mass- 
squared, positive frequency” quotients for 212 In - 2kl. Physically, these generalize 
unitary representations of the conformal group associated with the modified wave 
operator D,,” = 0 + ((n-2)/2)*, and the Maxwell operator on vector potentials 
4,~ zi,z = 6d. All the representation spaces produced, unitary and nonunitary. 
may be viewed as infinite systems of harmonic oscillators. As a by-product of the 
spectral resolution of the DZ,,kr one gets some striking wave propagative properties 
for all of the equations DZ,,k @ =O, including Huygens’ principle in the curved 
spacetime 2”. The operators D,,,, have not been seen before except in the special 
cases k = 0 or n, and k = (n k 2)/2, I= 1 (the Maxwell operator). Thus much new 
information is obtained even in the physical case n = 4. ’ 1987 Academr Press. Jnc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In classical physics, particles are identified with field equations like the 
wave, Maxwell, and Dirac equations. A field equation should be invariant 
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under some fundamental spacetime symmetry group G; for example, the 
Lorentz, scale-extended Poincare, or conformal group. One then gets a 
representation u of G’, the orthochronous (preserving the forward direction 
of time) subgroup of G, in a space X of positive frequency solutions to the 
field equation. Once realized as a unitary representation, i.e., once X is 
supplied with a positive definite invariant complex inner product and 
completed to a complex Hilbert space X, the pair (2, U) gives the 
quantum mechanical picture of the particle: classical observables like the 
energy and angular momenta go over to operators given by the 
infinitesimal generators of G in the representation. Historically, this 
construction was made explicit for G the Lorentz group in, for example, the 
work of Bargmann and Wigner [2,41]. Since that time, the group 
representation aspect of a particle has come to be regarded as more fun- 
damental than the field equation aspect. This point of view has provided at 
least some of the motivation for the central problem in group represen- 
tation theory, the classification of irreducible unitary representations. 
In the present paper, we adopt an approach directly motivated by 
physics to produce decompositions of natural differential form represen- 
tations of OT(2, n), the orthochronous conformal group of its homogeneous 
space @‘, the double cover of the n-dimensional compactified Minkowski 
space. The methods are primarily those of differential geometry: 
intertwining, or couariunt differential operators are treated as the fundamen- 
tal objects. They arise as higher-order generalizations of the wave and 
Maxwell operators, and of certain wave-Maxwell hybrids, with represen- 
tation spaces and formulas for nondegenerate complex inner products 
naturally attached. These inner products are then easily tested for 
definiteness. 
Some remarks are in order concerning the role of the conformal group in 
physics. One of the earliest-noted [7, 3, 81 aspects of the standard massless 
field equations was their invariance under the 15parameter conformal 
group (locally 0(2,4)) of 4-dimensional Minkowski space. Conformal 
transformations are those which carry the Lorentz metric tensor to a 
multiple of itself by a positive function. Conformal transformations- not 
only preserve the null hyperfaces (light conoids) but also permute the 
null geodesics, i.e., the paths of massless particles. Thus one should have 
conformal invariance of any reasonable massless particle model. Massive 
field equations, on the other hand, result from eigenvalue problems for 
differential operators D for which D@ = 0 is conformally invariant. These 
eigenvalue problems are not themselves conformally invariant, but exhibit 
invariance only under some smaller group like the Poincare group. 
An important mathematical device in the present work is the 
replacement of n-dimensional Minkowski space M” by its conformal 
compactlji’cation A” = (S’ x S”- ‘)/HZ, obtained by adding a light cone at 
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infinity, and by various covering spaces of R”. ii;l” is the “compact picture” 
of M” in much the same way as the Riemann sphere S2 is the compact 
picture of the complex plane. I@’ was used by Dirac in [S], is central to 
the Penrose Twistor program [53], and is a basic ingredient in the far- 
reaching and highly predictive Chronometric Theory of Segal [38]. One 
major effect of looking at the compact picture is that all our conformally 
covariant differential operators have discrete spectra. In the Chronometric 
Theory, this circumstance for the wave operator 0 + ((n - 2)/2)2 implies a 
discrete set of admissible particle masses [25, 171. As a by-product of the 
spectral resolution of the operators considered here, we get some striking 
wave propagative results. 
The main results of the present paper are as follows: 
(1) Let I@ be the double cover of M”, i.e., S’ x s” ’ with the 
Lorentz metric g = - g,l + g,- I. Let d be the exterior derivative on forms 
in * and 6 its formal adjoint. Then for n even and I = 1, 2, 3,..., there exist 
differential operators D2,,k on k-forms in p, 0 <k <n, with leading term 
n - 2; + 21 (6d), + n - 2; - 21 (dh), 
n-2k-21 
= 
n-22k+216d+ 2 
dS n’ ‘, 
where 0 = 6d -t- db, which are covariant under conformal transformations 
in the same sense as the modified wave operator D,., = 0 + ((n - 2)/2)2 on 
functions and the Maxwell operator DZ,,,! *j/2 = 6d. (D,,, is the realization 
in ~ of the general conformally covariant operator 0 + 
(n - 2) R/4(n - 1 ), R = scalar curvature [26]. Dz,(,,+ z,,z is the Maxwell 
operator on “vector potentials.“) Conformal covariance on I@ is an 
interesting property because the conformal group O(2, n) of fi has the 
maximal dimension (Sect. 1.b). The D 21,k can actually be defined for any n, 
and on any covering space of Kt”; and the proof of covariance given 
extends to these situations after slight modifications. In particular, the DZ,.k 
are defined and conformally covariant on the universal cover ,iin of I%“, 
i.e., Iw x S”- ’ with the metric g = - g, + g,,- I. 
(2) Suppose n is even, I# f (n - 2k)/2, and either 
l<(n-2)/2 (0.1) 
and 
I -c n/2, k#O, l,n-l,n. (0.2 1 
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Then all solutions of D,,,, @J= 0 on A” are 2n-periodic in t, the parameter 
on R, i.e., they “live on” R”; solutions are either odd or even under the 
product of S’ and S”- ’ antipodal maps, according to whether 
(n - 2k - 21)/2 is odd or even; and the equation D21,k@ satisfies Huygens’ 
principle. If neither (0.1) nor (0.2) is satisfied, all solutions are of the form 
@ + t Y, where @ and Y are 27c-periodic solutions (though not all fields of 
this form are solutions); but all periodic solutions still have parity 
( _ 1)‘” ~ 2k ~ W/2 under the product of antipodal maps. In the case I= 
b - 2kVZ Dz,, has the form &Sd, where 9 is a differential operator with 
leading term (d6)‘- ‘, and the higher-order “Maxwell” system 
dF=O 
69F= 0 
(0.3) 
on (k + I)-forms F is conformally invariant. Solutions of (0.3) are 
automatically 2rc-periodic in t, and even under the product of antipodal 
maps in ii;i”; the system (0.3) satisfies Huygens’ principle. (The case 
I= - (n - 2k)/2 carries the same information via the Hodge * operator.) 
(3) Suppose n is even, and I # (n - 2k)/2. For a certain multiplier 
representation u of the orthochronous conformal transformation group 
G = Ot(2, n) of p, there exist u( G)-invariant subspaces 
v\ i”\ 7’ 
Wf “\/ 
F 
(0.4) 
of the space gk of C” k-forms in A?“, where the arrows represent 
inclusions; with F finite dimensional, W+ + W- = JV (D2,,k), and 
V+ + VP + A4 = &. The resulting representations on W+/F, W-/F, 
F/W’, V-/W-, and M/( W+ + Wp) all admit u(G)-invariant non- 
degenerate complex inner products. The inner products on W’/F are 
definite exactly when k = 0 or n and I= 1; those on A4/( W+ + W- ) exactly 
when k = 0 or n. The inner products on V’/ W’ are definite exactly when 
k=Oorn,or 
21> (n-2kl. (0.5) 
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All definite inner product spaces result, after completion, in continuous 
unitary representations of G. If I= (n - 2k)/2, the subspaces of (0.4) are 
u( G)-invariant, as is 9 = N(d). Invariant nondegenerate complex inner 
products are carried by ( W+ + Y),@, ( W +9)/Y, (V+ + Y))i( W+ + %), 
(I/- + %)/( Wp + 9), and (M+ $))i( W+ + W t 9). The inner product on 
(W’+S)/% is definite only for I=l; that on (M+Y)/(W++ W $9) 
only for k = 0. The inner product on ( V’ + 9?)/( W’ + 9) is alwa.~ definite. 
and again, all definite inner products result in continuous unitary represen- 
tations. (The case I = - (n - 2k)/2 is dual under the Hodge *.) 
In the exceptional case I= (n - 2k)/2, the system (0.3) may be regarded 
as a higher-order generalization of the Maxwell field equations, with 9 the 
space of “pure gauges.” In the case of Dz,o, W+ and W are the spaces of 
positive and negative frequency wave functions, while V’j W+ is the 
positive mass-squared, positive frequency quotient. An interesting feature of 
the representations determined by the D,,,, is that the massive represen- 
tation (on V’/W+ ) is sometimes unitary even when the mussless represen- 
tation (on W+/F) is not. 
The representation theoretic part of present work is motivated partly by 
the following recent work: 
(1) In [lS], Jakobsen and Vergne showed that powers U’ of the 
ordinary d’Alembertian on functions in 4-dimensional Minkowski space 
are conformally covariant, and used these operators to decompose 
representations of SU(2, 2) (locally O(2, 4)). (2) In [40], Speh determined 
the full composition series for scalar field representations of SO(2,4). Also 
working in the scalar case, MolEanov [52] constructed the intertwining 
operators Dz,.o, realizing them as integral intertwining operators (without 
proving that they are dzfferential operators). He also tested the resulting 
composition factors for unitarity. (3) in [25, 261, Brsted used the wave 
and Maxwell operators to decompose representations of 0(2, n) and its 
subgroups, and obtained information along the same lines for O(p, 4). 
(4) In [31-331, Paneitz and Segal found full composition series for all the 
relevant scalar and spinor representations in M4 and its covering spaces, 
and for the differential form representations associated to the Maxwell 
equations. This work in the 4-dimensional case used to great advantage the 
group structure of S3 = SU(2), which results in the triviality of the bundles 
involved. The present work in the arbitrary even-dimensional case may be 
regarded as, among other things, a step toward determining which results 
can be freed from reliance on this special circumstance, but we also obtain 
much new information in dimension 4. (5) In [4], in the setting of a 
general pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension n # 1, 2, the present 
author introduced a second-order conformally covariant operator D,,, on 
forms of any order k. The main idea was to form a “Laplacian” in which 
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the 6d and d6 terms are weighted differently; the covariant operator is then 
obtained by “correcting” with a zeroth-order operator depending on the 
Ricci tensor 
&sic= 
n-2k-2 
n-y+26d+ 2 da + ZRicci * 
(In @, this operator and its natural higher-order generalizations are the 
keys to the composition structure of the differential form representations.) 
Later, Paneitz [34] found a general fourth-order operator Ddo on 
functions which is conformally covariant in pseudo-Riemannian manifolds 
of dimension n # 1,2, and the present author [6] generalized this to a D4,k 
on forms for n # 1,2,4. The dimension constraints n # 2,4 turn out not to 
be a factor for very symmetric manifolds like covers of A?. 
The wave propagative results in this paper (automatic periodicity, 
oddness/evenness in R”, and Huygens’ principle) generalize the results of 
Lax and Phillips [24] on the wave equation Dz,o@ =0, and of Orsted 
[27] on the wave and Maxwell equations. The proofs are adaptations of 
the Lax-Phillips approach. It is interesting to note that DZ,k seems to be 
exactly the correct second order differential operator on forms to produce 
the automatic periodicity results. 
The present representation theoretic work is at once more general and 
less complete than the recent works cited above in (l)-(4). No general 
approach to the decomposition of the differential form representations 
seems to have existed previously. The construction of the intertwining 
differential Operators D21,k in the case of forms (k # 0, n) is considerably 
more involved than in the scalar case, because one must keep track of four 
different Hodge-theoretic “sectors.” Previous attempts to construct such 
operators have been hampered by the natural tendency to expect 0 = 
6d + db or 0’ as the leading term. The idea of weighting the 6d and dS parts 
of the leading term, inspired by (0.6), turns out to be the right one. 
However, though we get composition factors roughly analogous to those in 
the full composition series for scalar representations, we do not prove that 
the resulting decomposition is complete. 
It is possible to use the methods of this paper to study differential form 
representations of all the O(p, q) for p, q b 1. The results for the Lorentz 
groups 0( 1, n) are included here as remarks; the case p, q 2 3 will be 
treated in a later paper [43]. Molcanov’s work [52] on the scalar case, in 
fact, is carried out for general p, q > 2. The theory is richest, however, in 
the case where p or q is 2, because of the “positive-negative frequency” 
decomposition, which is ultimately traceable to the existence of a complex 
structure for 0(2, n). 
It should be mentioned that there is an alternate approach to the con- 
struction of unitary representations of Of(2, n) which has been the subject 
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of intensive recent work, viz. the classification of unitary highest weight 
modules of groups with a Hermitian symmetric space. This classification 
was carried out by Jakobsen in [48], and independently by Enright, Howe, 
and Wallach in [46]. In principle, all the unitary representations construc- 
ted here are visible in this classification. After this paper was written, 
Jakobsen [49] classified “conformal covariants” in dimension 4; in the 
language of this paper, intertwining differential operators for 0(2,4) on 
tensor and spinor bundles over a 4. Thus in the special case n = 4, the 
intertwining operators of this paper (and others, on higher spin bundles) 
can be seen anew. Finally, Angelopoulos [l] has given an inductive 
classification scheme for irreducible unitary representations of SK(2, n), in 
which the answer for S?(2, n) depends on that for S?(2) n - 2). 
However, in the special case n = 4 [42] (which was also handled by Knapp 
and Speh in [SO]), direct comparison with the unitary representations 
constructed here is possible. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we standardize differen- 
tial geometric notation, introduce the natural multiplier representations of 
the conformal transformation group of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold, 
and review the conformal compactification. Section 2 contains the results 
on D2,, and the scalar representations; some of these results are already 
known [52,40]. Section 3 contains the results on the generic 
(1 f I? (n - 2k)P) D,,,,, and the differential form representations. The 
exceptional “Maxwell-like” case 1= f (n - 2k)/2 is treated in Section 4. 
Problems and prospects opened up by the new results are discussed in 
Section 5. 
The author would like to thank Irving Segal for an introduction to the 
complex of physical and representation theoretic ideas involved in this 
work, Bent Orsted for much help and education, Henrik Schichtkrull for 
pointing out the important reference [52], and Hans Plesner Jakobsen for 
valuable suggestions. Thanks are also due to the Institute for Advanced 
Study, Odense University, and the University of Copenhagen for their 
hospitality, and to the IAS, NATO, and the NSF for financial support. 
1. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES 
a. Notation and Conventions 
Let (M, g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold, i.e., a C” manifold M 
equipped with a C” metric tensor g = ( gZ8) which is nondegenerate, but 
not necessarily positive definite. n will always denote the dimension of M. g 
determines a distinguished metric gk on the kth exterior bundle nk(M), and 
this gives an L2-formal adjoint 6 for the exterior derivative d. The d’Alem- 
bertian (Laplacian if (M, g) is Riemannian) 0 is the operator 6d + d6 on 
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differential forms. Our convention is such that 0 = - (8/8x)” - (8/8y)’ on 
Riemannian [w’. 
Exterior multiplication of forms by a one-form q will be denoted E(V); 
exterior multiplication by a vector field X is just exterior multiplication by 
the g-associated one-form (X,) = (gUBXP) ( summation convention). Interior 
multiplication of forms by a vector field X will be denoted z(X); if ye is a one- 
form, l(q) is interior multiplication by (v”) = (g”8qa). z(n) is the pointwise 
adjoint of E(V): if cp is a k-form and $ a (k - 1)-form, then g”(cp, F(V) II/) = 
gk- ‘(4v) cp, II/). 
The following notational convention will be helpful in a number of 
places. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If A = (AID) is a type (1, 1) tensor field on M, we 
denote by A # the unique type-preserving derivation on the mixed tensor 
field algebra of M which annihilates functions, commutes with contrac- 
tions, and has (A #X)” = - A”,,J? on vector fields. 
Remark 1.2. If cp = (~p~l”‘~’ 1,, . ../.,) is a tensor field, then 
2, place 
On forms, in a local frame (X,) and dual coframe (@), A # = 
AapGrlP) i(x,). 
If X is a vector field and P’(X) the Lie derivative, 
T(X) = i(X) d+ d(X) on forms, 
and thus 
P(x)* =6&(x) + E(X) 6 on forms. 
An easy local calculation [6, Sect. l.d] now gives 
Lz(X) + Y(x)* = -V,P + (VX)# + (VX)‘# on forms, (1.1) 
where V is the covariant derivative in the unique symmetric pseudo- 
Riemannian connection, and in general, (FI’)“~ = A,“. 
If f is a (possibly local) diffeomorphism on M, denote by f the natural 
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action off on tensor fields as in [ 14, p. 901. On vector fields, f. X = (df) X; 
on covariant tensors, including differential forms and the metric tensor, .f‘. 
acts as (f ‘)*. 
b. Representations of the Conformal Group 
A conformal vector field T on (M, g) is one for which U(T) g = 2ug, 
01 E C x (M); in classical notation, 
V, T,j + V, T, = ‘W,,j. (1.2) 
Equation (1.2), its contraction V, T” = no, and (1 .l ) give 
U(T)+Y(T)*=(2k-n)w on k-forms. (1.3) 
If T, and T, are conformal, P( T,) g = 2w, g, then [T,, T,] is conformal 
with 
~[T,,T~I=TI~~- Tzo,. (1.4) 
Thus the conformal vector fields form a Lie algebra c(M, g). For M con- 
nected and n>2, it is shown in [9] that dim c(M, g)d (n+ l)(n+2)/2. 
(The reference works in the Riemannian case, but the proof applies equally 
well to the pseudo-Riemannian case. See also [20, Notes 9, 11, 131). 
A conformal transformation on (M, g) is a (possibly local) diffeo- 
morphism h for which h. g=Q*g, 52 > OE C”(M). If h, and h, are 
conformal, so are h, 0 h, and h; I, 
R /,, hZ=(h,.~z)SZ,,52hll=(~,Dh,) ‘. (1.5) 
Thus the global conformal transformations %(M, g) form a group. If M is 
connected and n > 2, %?(M, g) is a Lie transformation group on M, of 
dimension at most (n + l)(n + 2)/2 [20, Note 111. 
If X is a vector field and {f, > is the local one-parameter group of local 
diffeomorphisms generated by X, then 
(1.6) 
for x E M and cp a tensor field on M. Equation (1.6) implies that if each f, is 
conformal, so is X; conversely, (1.6) and the group law f,o f,, = f,,,, show 
that if X is conformal, then each fE is, and [25] 
(1.7) 
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c. Covariance 
Let 5 be a space of C” tensor fields on M obtained by specifying some 
covariant-contravariant type, and (possibly) some list of pointwise sym- 
metry and trace conditions invariant under the orthogonal group of g. (For 
example, we could consider the three-forms or the trace-free symmetric 
covariant two-tensors.) By (1.4) and (1.5) the maps 
c(M g) - “’ End 9, 
ww g) A Aut Y-, 
U,(T) = P(T) + ao; 
u,(h) = Ph., 
for aE @ are homomorphisms. We shall refer to these maps as represen- 
tations, even though Y has not been topologized. By (1.6) and (1.7), U, is 
the infinitesimal representation corresponding to U, in the following sense: 
if a conformal T integrates to a one-parameter group of global conformal 
transformations (h,}, then 
(1.8) 
If V is a U,-invariant (resp. u,-invariant) subspace of Y, we shall also 
denote by U, (resp. uU) the corresponding representations on Y and Y/V. 
The same notation will be used for spaces obtained by iterated passage to 
and quotient by invariant subspaces: if V is already considered to carry U, 
or u, and W is an invariant subspace of V, then W and V/W will be con- 
sidered to carry U, or u,. Similar conventions will apply to the restrictions 
of the U, to Lie subalgebras g of c(M, g) and subgroups G of c(M, g). 
Every representation studied in this paper wiIl arise in this way, or will result 
by completion in a pre-Hilbert space inner product from a representation 
arising in this way. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Y be as above, and suppose a, b E R. 
(i) A differential operator D: 9 + F is infinitesimally conformoIly 
covariant of bidegree (a, b ) if 
DUa(T) cp = U,(T) Dv 
for all TE c(M, g), cp E 9. 
(ii) D is conformaliy covariant of bidegree (a, b) if 
Duu(h) cp = dh) Dv 
for all h E %?(M, g), cp E 5. 
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If D is conformally covariant of bidegree (a, b), then its null space Jr/-(D) 
carries the representation uU, and the range a(D) carries ub. This latter 
representation is equivalent to the representation u, on S/N(D). Similar 
statements hold for infinitesimal covariance. Covariance and the related 
concept of quasi-invariance on homogeneous spaces, and the consequences 
for representation theory were first discussed in [23]; other fundamental 
references are [21, 22, IS]. 
Remark 1.4 [25]. Suppose D is conformally covariant, 
CDu<,(h) cpl(x) = Cdh) Dvl(x), cp~r-,x~M. 
Letting h run over local one-parameter groups IhE}, differentiating, and 
using (1.8) we find that D is infinitesimal conformally covariant: 
CDu,(T) cplb)= Cu,(T) &l(x)> VET-, XEM, (1.9) 
for all TE c(M, g). 
Conversely, suppose D is infinitesimally conformally covariant as in 
(1.9). If TE (M, g) generates (hE}, then [25] 
2 [IuA&) Du,(h-J cpl(x) 
= Cdhc) DU,(T) u,(h --El cp + U/AU u,( - T) Du,(h -,:I cpl(x) 
= Cdk){DK,(T) - U,(T) Dl u,(h ,I cpl(x). 
Since uJ~J Du,(h ,:) (P(~=~ = Dq, this shows that 
&Ah -,I cp = u,Ah -,) Dv. 
The {/z&j generate the identity component of V(M, g), so we can get con- 
formal covariance if we have infinitesimal covariance and covariance under 
one element of each connected component of %(M, g). 
d. Conformal Compactification 
Let R(P,y) be the standard signature (p, q) flat space, p + q = n, q >/ 1; i.e., 
R” equipped with coordinate functions x_ (P , ),..., x, and the metric tensor 
g= -dx* -(p-1)- ... -dx;+dx;+ ... +dx;. 
@I. ’ ‘) = M” is the n-dimensional Minkowski space. (The rather strange 
assignment of indices is chosen so that M4 will have coordinates 
x,,, x, , x2, x3.) All local conformal transformations on R’p*y’ are generated 
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by the linear isometries O(p, q); the translations x H x + b, b E R”; the 
uniform dilations XH ax, a> 0 E R; and the inversion in the unit hyper- 
boloid (or sphere if p = 0), 9: x H x/g(x, x). (See [38] and the references 
therein.) Since 9 is undefined on { g(x, x) = 0} (the light cone if p = l), this 
“group” acts with singularities, which can be resolved by passing to the 
conformal compactzji’cation, obtained essentially by adding a copy of 
{ g(x, x) = O> at infinity. 
Consider, as in [26], the real projective space lP(W”2) with 
homogeneous coordinate functions {up,..., 5, + , . The map 
J: [w(p,y) -3 p( R” +2), 
J(x) = 1 +gk -3 x) 4 x 2 ~-g(x~x) - 4 3 
where [ ] denotes equivalence class in projective space, has as its range the 
projective quadric Q = {t’, + ... + ti = r: + . . . + (:+, }, minus the set 
Kp+5q+l = 0). Q is naturally diffeomorphic to R8(P.y’ = (P x Sy)/z2, the 
Z, action coming from the product of antipodal maps. Giving R8(P*y) the 
signature (p, q) metric built from the standard sphere metrics, 
g= -gs~+g,~ 
we have J conformal 
(1.10) 
The conformal “group” of R’P*y), transplanted to @P,y’ by J, now acts as 
an “honest” group of global transformations. Double covering both the 
space and the group, we get the action 
ofO(p+l,q+l)on~~p~q’=(SP~SY , j). It was shown by Klein Cl93 that 
this gives the fulZ conformal group of R8(P,y) (note that the dimension is the 
maximal (n + l)(n + 2)/2). O(p + 1, q + 1) has 4 connected components, 
each containing one element of the Klein-4 subgroup consisting of the 
identity Z, T = diag( - 1, l,..., 1, l), P = diag( 1, I,..., 1, - l), and PT. 
SO(p + 1, q + 1) is the union of the Z and PT components; the Z com- 
ponent, as usual, is denoted SO,(p + 1, q + 1). 
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A basis of the conformal vector lields on kcp,“), expressed in 
homogeneous coordinates, is (summation convention not in force) 
a, /3 = - p )...) q + 1, 
where?,=n’/dt,,and -E~,=~~~=-c~=E,=~~~ ==c,+,=l.TheL,8for 
- p < 9, fl< 0 generate the SO(p) group of isometries; likewise, the L,, for 
1 d g, B < q + 1 generate the SO(q) group of isometries. The “mixed” L,,j, 
-p < a < 0 < p < q + 1, are proper conformal vector fields: Y(L,,) g = 
20,,~ g with w,,{ # 0. 
In this paper, we shall be concerned only with the Minkowski (p = 1) 
case, and (to a lesser extent) with the Euclidean (p = 0) case. The confor- 
ma1 compactification of Minkowski space was first studied in connection 
with physical field equations by Dirac [S], and is a basic ingredient in the 
far-reaching Chronometric Theory of Segal [38]. From the points of view 
of both physics and representation theory, it will be important to dis- 
tinguish between the conformal group O(2, n) of fi = %(I.” I’, and the 
orthochronous (preserving the direction of time) conformal group OT(2, n), 
which consists of just the I and P components. The difference is that for 
representations of O(2, n) on, say, wave and Maxwell fields (Sects. 2.b, 4.a). 
the time-reversal (essentially T) turns out to be anti-unitary; the restriction 
to OT(2, n) gives us a chance at unitarity once positive and negative fre- 
quency fields are distinguished. 
Remurk 1.5. The “typical” proper basic conformal vector field L- ,,,1 
can be expressed in intrinsic coordinates on S’ x S” ’ as follows. Let f be 
the angular parameter on S’ (5 .~, = cos t, r, = sin t), and set 
4,, = c0s p, O<p<lL 
Complete p to a set of spherical angular coordinates (p, 8, ,..., i3,, 2) on 
s” I, so that L7,, is g ,yn..l-orthogonal to the a,. Then 
L ~ ,,,1 = sin t cos p 8, + cos t sin p a,,, 
W .m,,n=COS tcosp. 
Note that 
L ,,n = (sin t) w yar + (cos t) Y, 
where Y = sin p a0 is conformal on Riemannian s”- ’ with o ,, = cos p. In 
fact, Y is the L,, of compactified Euclidean space R(‘*‘- ‘) = (S” - ‘, g,- I ). 
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2. SCALAR REPRESENTATIONS 
a. Wave Propagation in h? 
Return for a moment to the setting of an arbitrary n-dimensional 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, g). It is known [26] that the modified 
d’Alembertian on functions, 
n-2 
D,=Cl+- 
4(n - 1) R, 
R = scalar curvature, 
is conformally covariant of bidegree ((n - 2)/2, (n + 2)/2), 
WC,- 2),2(h) cp = q,,+2&) D243 
D, U+,,,,(T) cp = Ucn+2,,2(T) Dzcp 
(2.1) 
for cp E C”(M), h E %‘(M, g), and TE c(M, g). The scalar curvature of 
Riemannian S”- ‘, and thus of Lorentzian S’ x S”-’ or Rx S”- ‘, is 
(n - 2)(n - 1) Hence on M” or its universal cover k = (R x S”- ‘, g), 
A = A,-I. 
We can diagonize D, as follows: let 0 = 2, < A, < . . . be the eigenvalues 
of A (ignoring multiplicity); by, e.g., [l 11, /zi = j(n - 2 + j). Let E, be the 1, 
eigenspace of A, and forf = 0, _+ 1, _+ 2 ,..., let &A j = { e”cp(x) 1 cp E E,}, where 
x is now the variable on S”- ‘. The &,-j are L2(&)-orthogonal, and D, 
acts as -f2+;li+((n-2))/2)2= -f ‘+((n-2)/2+j)‘on gfij. 
Pictorially, we can represent the 8”r, as lattice points in an upper half- 
plane diagram as in Fig. 2.1. Physically, each point is a system of finitely 
many harmonic oscillators of the same frequency; group theoretically, each 
carries a representation of the maximal compact subgroup K= 
SO(2) x O(n) of G = Or(2, n). (The restriction of U, to K is independent 
of a.) The x’s represent fields which are even under the antipodal map q: 
FIGURE 2.1 
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(t, x) H (t + rc, - x), and the o’s represent odd fields. Evenness and oddness 
is calculated using the fact that E, consists of restrictions to S”- ’ of 
j-homogeneous harmonic polynomials on KY’, the so-called jth-order 
spherical harmonics. 
According to (2.1), .K(D,) carries the representation u+~),~ of Ot(2, n). 
But Dz is a hyperbolic operator; solutions to D,@ = 0 are gotten by solving 
the Cauchy problem; i.e., by propagating initial (t = 0) data. This we can 
easily do in R x S”- ‘, but unless quite a few of the solutions are 27c- 
periodic in t, the null space representation will not be very interesting. It is 
remarkable that all solutions are 2rr-periodic for even n. Note that 
D, = [d, + iB][a,- iB], B = JA + ((n - 2)/2)*, 
and that the nonlocal operator b acts as multiplication by (n - 2)/2 + j on 
E,. Thus we can solve the Cauchy problem, and show uniqueness of our 
solution, by looking at second-order ODES valued in the E,. Using the fact 
that functions which are jointly C” in t and x can be viewed as C’ 
functions in t with values in L*(s” ’ ), we have: 
THEOREM 2.1 [24] (Automatic periodicity). For n >, 3, the general 
C” solution of Dz@ = 0, 
e”B(p(x) + e “Tj(x), cp, ljEr(s- 0, (2.2) 
is 2x-periodic in t for even n, 4x-periodic for odd n. For n = 2, every solution 
is a sum of a solution of the form (2.2) and one af the form (wt, c( E 6Z. 
This “automatic periodicity” will turn out to be a recurring theme for all 
the conformally covariant operators studied here. 
For even n > 4, the wave equation subspace .M(D,) occupies the lines 
,f = +((n - 2)/2 + j) in the upper half plane diagram (Fig. 2.2). In par- 
ticular, all wave functions have the same parity under the antipodal map. 
THEOREM 2.2 [24] (Oddness-evenness). Zf n 3 4 is even, all C x 
solutions of D,@ = 0 on R x S’“-’ have @(t + n, -x) = (- l)‘“-2’!2 @(t, x). 
In particular, if n is of the form 4p + 2, @J “lives on” (covers a field on) I@” = 
(S’ x S”- ‘)/Z,. If n = 2, this is true of periodic solutions. 
n=2 n=L n=6 
FIGURE 2.2 
580/74:2-2 
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Remark 2.3. D, is related to the d’Alembertian Cl on Minkowski space 
M” by the conformal compactification J, 
q (a(~-‘)/*~oJ)=sz(~+‘)‘*(D,~).J, (2.3) 
where Q is the conformal factor in (1.10). (See [27].) Thus D, fields on 
R x S4J’+’ determine wave functions on Minkowski space M4p+2. 
By an argument of Lax and Phillips based on Theorem 2.2, or by an 
argument of Brsted based on (2.3), one immediately &as Huygens’ 
principle for the equation D,@ = 0 in the curved spacetime M”. 
THEOREM 2.4 [24,27] (Huygens’ principle). Suppose n > 4 is euen, 
and GE C” with D,@ = 0. If the support of the Cauchy data @(O, x), 
@,(O, x) contains no point at a distance t, from x,, E s” ~ I, 0 < t, ,< rc, then 
@(to, x()) = 0. 
Proof [24]. First note that the formulas given in, e.g., [ 10, Sect. 51 
for the unique local solution to the Cauchy problem (say, within a 
neighborhood of the form N = { ItI < EJ x (dist(x, x0) < rc}), together with 
the uniqueness of the above global solution to the Cauchy problem, imply 
a global finite propagation speed principle: If the time 0 Cauchy data for @ 
are supported in {dist(x, x0) < to}, then the time t data are supported in 
{dist(x, x0) < t, + 1 tI }. For by superposition and time translation, it is 
enough to prove this for small t,, and 1 tl. In this case, the local formula for 
the solution to the Cauchy problem, extended by zero outside N, must give 
the unique global solution to the Cauchy problem. Since the local formula 
exhibits finite propagation speed, the principle follows. 
Looking at the statement of the theorem, we may, by superposition, 
assume that the Cauchy data are supported either in {dist(x, x0) > to} or 
(dist(x, x0) < to}. In the first case, finite propagation speed gives the con- 
clusion. In the second case, we propagate backward from time rc. The 
oddnessevenness result implies that the t = rc Cauchy data are supported 
in {dist(x, -x0) < t,}; finite propagation speed then says that the t = t, 
data are supported in {dist(x, -x0) < rc}, as desired. 1 
Remark 2.5. For n = 2, suppose the t =0 Cauchy data of a D, = 0 
field @ are supported in {dist(x, x,,) < to>, and let 
b = ; js, @,(O, x) dx. 
Then the t = n data for @ - xb are supported in {dist(x, -x0) < to}, and 
more generally, the t = Nrc data of @ - Nzb are supported in 
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{dist(x, (- 1)“‘~~) < to}, NE Z. Thus in the “lacuna” {dist(x, (- l)N~O) d 
t-Nn-to} for Nrcgt<(N+l)rr, one has @rnNb. 
The oddness-evenness result and Huygens’ principle will also recur for 
all the operators we study. Note that Theorem 2.4 does not just follow 
from hyperbolicity, nor does Theorem 2.1 follow from the fact from the fact 
that geodesics in s”- ’ have length 2n. The generic linear hyperbolic 
equation in curved spacetime, in particular 0 @ = 0 in Iw x S”- I, does not 
propagate all energy at characteristic speed; among all equations 
( 0 + constant) @ = 0, only D,@ = 0 has this property. It is worth mention- 
ing here that Helgason [ 151 has proved Huygens’ principle on [w x K for K 
a simply connected compact semisimple Lie group, for the operator 
ii;? + A,+ (dim K)/24. For K= SU(2) = S3, this is 8: + (A+ + 1)/8, since A, 
is calculated with respect to - (the Killing form), which for SU(2) is 8 
times the usual S3 metric. An argument for Huygens’ principle for this 
operator on [w x SU(2) is an easy adaptation of the above. 
b. Representation Theoretic Content of D, 
Restrict now to even n. Let G = OT(2, n), Go = SO,(2, n), and K= 
SO(2) x O(n); let g be the Lie algebra of G (or G,), and A the Lie algebra of 
K. The antipodal map q: (t, x) t+ (t + r-r, -x) is an isometry given by the 
action of the central element -I of G. Thus each u,(G) acts on even and 
odd fields separately. Within the fields 9 of parity ( - 1)‘” ~ ‘)I*, D2 decom- 
poses ul,, ZIi2(G) into representations on ,Y(D,) and F;/JJ~(D~). But much 
more can be said about decomposability, and about unitarity of the 
resulting pieces. First, a few functional analytic observations are needed. 
Consider the L2-Sobolev spaces H” = H”(p), m E [w. Each 45 E H” can 
be identified with a series ZaLi, where @,.i~ 8,;; i and 
Z(1 +f2+j2)m1/@,.,11;L< co. 
Thus each H” can be thought of as a weighted f2 space. By the Sobolev 
Lemma, the usual Frtchet topology on C” = H” = r)H” is equivalent to 
that gotten by using the H” norms as seminorms. H-” = UH”’ is the dual 
space of distributions. 
Within any H”‘, the distributions represented by series &f,i)s~O’ @,;, for 
any subset& of Zx(Z+u{O}) f orm a closed subspace. It will be 
understood that a subspace gotten in this way will be denoted by its 
corresponding d; for example, the space 9 above is {f= (n - 2)/2 + j 
(mod 2)}, while M(D,) = (IfI = (n - 2)/2 + j}. 
Remark 2.6. By an argument in [26, Sect. 43 (see also [ 12, 35]), the U, 
are continuous representations on H” and HP”, and thus on each H”. 
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The same can be said of the representations U, on differential forms. 
Though a priori there is some ambiguity as to what L* and H” mean for 
sections of a bundle (like the exterior bundles) with an indefinite metric, 
the compactness of @ implies [30, Sect. 81 that any “artificial” Rieman- 
nian metric G (and corresponding form metrics Gk) we might impose yield 
the same L* and H” classes. 
Consider now the space 9 of fields of parity (- l)‘“-*‘I*. We shall show 
that the closed subspaces 
W+= f=T+j, 
i 
n-2 
I 
W-z -fzT+-j, 
i 
n-2 
I 
v+= f>- 
i 
n-2 
2 +j, 
I 
n-2 
V-= 
i 
-f>?+j , 
I 
M= lfl<y+j 
1 
n-2 
I 
(2.4) 
are q,,p2j,2(G)- invariant. By symmetry, the action of all the proper confor- 
ma1 vector fields in g can be derived from that of S = L- ,,n. Let Y be as in 
Remark 1.5. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose n > 2 (n need not be even here), and let cp E Ei, Then 
(~+=(9(Y)+(n-2+j)w)cp~E~+,, 
(2.5) 
q--(6”(Y)-jo)cp~E,-,, 
where o = w  ,, = cos p, and E_, is (0) by convention. 
ProoJ By (1.3), 
Y(Y)+Z(Y)*= -(n-1)o on functions. 
Note that 
(da), = - Y,, 
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i.e., do is the one-form corresponding to - Y through g,-l. Thus for 
cp~E,, if A=Li=j(n-2+j), 
A(ocp) = S(wdcp + E(dO) q) 
= WAcp - z(d0) dfp + f3&(dO) cp 
=nocp-t(2yY)-2yY)*)cp 
=Iwcp+(2qY)+(n-l)o)q 
= {26p(Y)+(J+n-l)o} cp. (2.6) 
On the other hand, the content of (2.1) for the conformal vector field Y on 
Riemannian s” - ’ is 
( A+@-l)(n-3) 4 )( u(y)t n-Ja cp 2 > 
( 
ntl 
= B(Y)+2w 
)( 
,+(n-W-3) cp 
1 4 ’ 
or 
Co IY(Y)+;((n+l)I+(n-l)(n-3))w cp. 
(2.7) 
Putting (2.6) and (2.7) together gives 
A(~(Y)+(n-2+j)o)cp=(j+l)(n-l+j)(~(Y)+(n-2+j)o)cp 
=lli+,(~(Y)+(n-2+j)o)cp, 
A(JZ(Y)-jo)cp=(j-l)(n-3+j)(Z(Y)-jw)cp 
=~jiIw(y)-b4cp, 
as desired. 1 
Now look at e”‘cp(x) E gLj for cp E Ej. By (1.9) and oS = (cos t) CD, 
Y(S) eflcp = (sin t)(cos p) ife”cp + (cos t) e’/‘dp( Y) cp 
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FIGURE 2.3 
BY (2.5), 
OXp= n-;+2j(‘Pt -cp-1, 
unless n = 2 and j = 0 (in which case LZ( Y) cp = 0, wcp E E,). This means 
U,(S) e'ficp = 2(n-;+2j) v"+" [(j+f+a)cp++(n-2+j-f-a)cp-1 
+e"'-"'[(j-f+a)cp+ +(n-2+j+,f-a)cp-I}, 
(6 A Z C&O), 
UJS)e”‘. 1 =i (e”‘+“‘(f+u)w-e”‘~“‘(--f+u)o), n = 2. (2.8) 
Thus any U,(S) carries a field at a point (f, j) of Fig. 2.1 to a linear com- 
bination of fields at the 4 “nearest neighbors” of the same parity, 
(fk 1, j& ‘1) (Fig. 2.3). It is immediate from (2.8) that moves off the wave 
equation subspace are forbidden for a = (n - 2)/2, as expected (Fig. 2.4). 
But we can also show that the 5 subspaces of (2.4) are invariant: 
LEMMA 2.8. If n 2 2 is even, the subspaces W’, V’, A4 of (2.4), within 
the fields of purity ( - 1 )(‘I - 2’/2, ure U,,, ~ 2,,2 (C)-invariant. If n = 2, the one- 
dimensional space of constants, F= {f = j= 0} = W+ n W-, is also 
invariant. 
FIGURE 2.4 
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Proof Let u = q,,- 2,,2 and U = U,,- 2j,2. To show invariance of X = 
W*, I/‘, M, we need only show that if @E X n &Lj for some (f, j), then 
u(h) @E X for all h E G. Clearly each 8fi;,i is P-invariant, so it suffices to 
prove u(G,)-invariance. Each X has a closed L2-orthogonal direct com- 
plement X’ in each H”; if X corresponds to ~cZX(Z+U(O}), X’ 
corresponds to the complement of d. (Here we use the inner product 
(@3 W,,,=C(l +.f2+.i2Yv,,,~ Y,FI1:I)L’.) Thus it suffices to show that 
(4h -,I @, Y),2 = 0 
for all @~XX&,:~, !P~X~nff~,.,,, and each one-parameter group {hc} in 
G,. But such @ and !P are real-analytic, and by (1.1 I), u(h -,) @ is jointly 
analytic in E and (t, x) (note that Sz, is the Jacobian determinant of h to the 
l/n power). Since M is compact, (u(h-,:) @, !P),, is analytic in E, but 
where T generates {II,}. This reduces the problem to U(g)-invariance. For 
the isometric basic conformal vector fields A, invariance (in fact, invariance 
of each &,/.,) is obvious. By symmetry, we are reduced to the U(S)- 
invariance shown above. i 
We now have 5 (or 6 if n = 2) representations to work with, namely 
u+ 2j:2(G) on W+, W- (the positive or negative frequency solutions); 
V’/W’-, V-/W- (the positive and negative frequency quotients); and 
M/( W+ + W-) (the mixed quotient). (F and W’/F replace W” for n = 2.) 
The following theorem asserts that all of these composition factors are 
unitary. 
THEOREM 2.9 (see [40, 3 1 ] for n = 4). Suppose n > 2 is even. The 
Hermitian inner products 
<@3 y>, = (@, D2 Y),, on M/( W’ + W-~ ), 
(@, Y),,, = -(@, D2Y)L~ on V’/W”, 
(ds, Y),,=+i(@,a,Y),2 on W’ (or W’/Fifn=2) 
are positive definite and invariant for u(,_ 2,,2(G). Completion (of, say, C” ) 
in these inner products results in continuous unitary representations. 
Proof. The ( , )x for X = M, V’, W* are Hermitian because D, and 
(l/i) a, are formally self-adjoint. Let U+ = I++~,,~. I/+ = U(,,,,,,. The 
(3 >x are clearly u _ (P)-invariant, so it sufftces in each case to show 
u ~ (G,)-invariance. That (@, D2 Y)L~ is invariant follows from the 
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covariance relation for D,, together with the fact that an orientation- 
preserving conformal transformation h, h. g = Q*g, has the effect h. 0 = 
Q’LO on the normalized volume element 0. Indeed, 
= s @ISZ"(h4)(h.D2~)0 
= I we h. (@CD2 910) 
= 
s a” @pCD, 91 0 = (@, D, Y’),z. 
The positive definiteness of this inner product on M/( Wf + W-), and 
negative definiteness on V*/W', follow from the fact that D2 is mul- 
tiplication by the scalar -f * + ((n - 2)/2 + j)’ at (J j). 
For the invariance of ( , )*, X= W', note that for smooth CD, ‘P&Y, 
for a conformal vector field T generating a one-parameter group {A,). This 
means it is enough to show UP(g)-skewness for ( , )x. K(R)-skewness is 
clear, so symmetry reduces the problem to that of I.-(S)-skewness. 
For this, note first that 8, = $D,, t]. (Here 1 is an abbreviation for mul- 
tiplication by t.) Taking [ ., t] of both sides in the covariance relation 
D,K(S)=U+(S)D,, we get 
D2CU-(SL tl+ CD29 tl U-(S)= U+(WD2, tl+ CU+(S), tl D,. 
(Note that [U,(S), t] has periodic coefficients.) Because D, is formally 
self-adjoint, this shows that 
(@b, 8, U-(S) WL2 = (@, U+(S) 3, WL2, @, 'YEA'- (2.9) 
By ( 1.3) U+(S) and U-(S) are formal adjoints, so (2.9) establishes the 
( , )Yskewness of U_ (S). 
For positive definiteness of ( , ) Wf, note that 8, acts as multiplication 
by bl(n-W+A on ~+~~n-2~,2+i~,j. 
Looking at the asymptotics of the eigenvalues of D, and (l/i) d, on the 
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8, i, it is clear that the ( , ) ,++ uniform structures “come from” (under 
passage to and quotient by closed subspaces) the HIi uniform structure 
while the ( , ) ,,* and ( , ),+, uniform structures are no weaker than that of 
H”2, and no stronger than that of HI. This (recall Remark 2.6) shows that 
completion in each ( , )X results in a continuous unitary representation. i 
Remark 2.10 (Polarization of symplectic structure). We can also 
unitarize the wave equation subspace by polarization as in [37]; this gives 
the same result. Consider real solutions of D,@ = 0, represented by their 
Cauchy data @, @, (with the usual abuse of notation), and the u (G)- 
invariant symplectic form 
(Invariance implies in particular that the integral can be taken at any 
fixed t.) The conserved energy 8 = 4 jSm ~, (jB@ * + I@,( ‘) dx is the 
Hamiltonian function corresponding to the formal vector held 
of temporal evolution on phase space. Taking the Hessian of 6 in a flat 
formal connection yields the symmetric bilinear form 
but AL’ is not up(C)-invariant. However, writing 
X(X, Y) = .d(X, x Y) 
and polar decomposing X with respect to X as 
where 2 if X-orthogonal and 9 is X-self-adjoint and positive, we get the 
u _ (G)-invariant symmetric bilinear form 
92(X, Y)=d(X,JJY). 
Note that $ carries Cauchy data (,“,) to 
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9 is a complex structure on the real solutions and W + i.sz’ is a u-(G)- 
invariant Hermitian inner product. 
The relation of this to ( , )W+ is as follows. Each real solution @ is the 
real part of a unique positive frequency solution 6, and it is easily shown 
(identifying a solution with its Cauchy data) that 
u-(h) cs= (u-(h) @p)--, 
(W+is!)(@, !P)=i (S, p)w+, 
i$ = (f@)“. 
c. Higher Order Operators and Wave Propagation 
According to (2.8), one direction of escape from each of the 4 lines 
n-2 
*f= 2 -+jj’(l- 1) 
via UC,- 2lj,2(9) is cut off (Fig. 2.5). This suggest looking at the operator 
(I- 1 v-2 
i n D2 [a,+i(B+2p)][d,-i(B+2p)] 
p=l 
x [c?,-ti(B--2p)][a,-i(B-2p)], 1 odd 
D2/ = w 
(2.10) 
plJ C~,+i(B+(2p-1))1Cd,-i(B+(2p-1))1 
x[LJ,+i(B-(2p-l))][a,-i(B--(2p-l))], 1 even. 
It turns out that D,, is a conformally covariant differential operator, and 
that one has full analogues of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.9 involving Dzl, 
except for the unitarity of the representation spaces corresponding to W” 
or W’/F. D, was studied by Paneitz [34], who showed that it is a special 
case of a general fourth-order operator which is well defined and confor- 
mally covariant in an arbitrary pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimen- 
sion 3 or higher; he also showed that D, plays an interesting role in the 
FIGURE 2.5 
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gauge theory of the Maxwell equations ( [ 341 and Remark 4.11). D, is also 
a special case of an operator that exists somewhat more generally; the 
general version was introduced by the present author in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.11. D,, is a differential operator with leading term 0’. 
Proof D, is a differential operator with leading term 0, and the “block 
of 4,” 
[a,+i(B+m)][a,-i(B+m)][a,+i(B-m)][a,-i(B-m)] 
= 8: + 2(B* + m’) 8: + (B2 -m*)* 
is a differential operator with leading term @*. 1 
In particular, D,,@ = 0 has finite propagation speed. By construction, the 
periodic null pace of D,, for even n is as in Fig. 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.12 (Automatic Periodicity). Suppose n is even. Zf n > 21, all 
solutions of D,,@ = 0 on [w x s”- ’ are 2n-periodic in t. If n 6 21, every 
solution is of the form Q, = @j’ + t@“, where @’ and @” are periodic solutions. 
Proof Again, we reduce the problem to that of getting unique solutions 
to initial value ODE problems in the variable t, and use the fact that the 
eigenvalues of B are integers. The only complication comes when the 
characteristic polynomials of these ODES have double roots; we never get 
roots of greater multiplicity. 1 
THEOREM 2.13 (Oddness-evenness). For even n, all periodic solutions 
af D,,@ = 0 have @(t + 7t, -x) = ( - 1 )‘“- 2’)!2@( t, n). In particular, if 
(n - 21)/2 is even, @ “lives on” (covers a field on) A” = (S’ x s” - ‘)/Zz. 
n=6, I-6 
FKXJRE 2.6 
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Proof: By (2.10) or Fig. 2.6, the frequency f of a “simple” solution 
@q(x), cp E E,, has the same parity as (n - 21)/2 + j, and the jth order 
spherical harmonic cp has cp( -x) = ( - l)jcp(x). 1 
THEOREM 2.14 (Huygens’ principle). Suppose n > 21 is even. Zf @ E C", 
D,,@=O and the support of the Cauchy data WA xl, 
(lJ,@)(O, x),..., (a:‘-‘@)(O, x) contains no point at a distance to from 
XoES-', 0 < t, < n, then @(t,, x,,) = 0. 
Proof: We just need to look at D,,@ = (a’+ lower order) @J =0 as a 
vector-valued wave equation: ( 0 + lower order) (@, a@,..., q ‘- ‘@) = 0. 
Then the result follows from finite propagation speed, the uniqueness of 
our solution to the Cauchy problem (proof of Theorem 2.12), and 
oddness-evenness, exactly as for Theorem 2.4. 1 
Remark 2.15. The condition n > 2 necessary for D2@ = 0 to have a 
“perfect” Huygens’ principle is replaced here by n > 21. This reflects the fact 
that in Minkowski space M”, the fundamental solution of cl’@ = 0 for 
n < 21 is not supported entirely on the light cone (see, e.g., [ 161). It can be 
shown (but we do not do so here) that D,, on @’ is related to q ’ on M” 
by the conformal compactification map J, 
q ‘(Q’“-2”/2@oJ) =Q(n+2’)/2(D2,@)oJ, 
where 52 is the conformal factor in (1.10). As in [27], there is a resultant 
relation between fundamental solutions. 
Running the oddness-evenness argument for n 6 22 shows that if the t = 0 
Cauchy data for @ = @ + t@” have small support (say, of radius to) near 
x,,, the t = rc Cauchy data for @ - rc@” has small support near -x0. Thus 
the lacuna that opens up starting at time t, near x0 is “filled” with the field 
70’. Similar results hold, as in Remark 2.5, for the earlier and later 
lacunae. 
d. Representation Theoretic Content of the D,, 
The “forbidden U,, _ 2,J,2( g )- move” structure of Fig. 2.5 suggests that D,, 
is conformally covariant, with “inside multiplier” power (n - 21)/2. In $is 
section, let J= (n - 2)/2 +i, and denote the &L”/;i component of 0 E C”(M”) 
bY ?Li. 
THEOREM 2.16 (Covariance of Dzr). Suppose n is even. For 
@J E Cm(M”) and h E O(2, n), 
&,q,-2,),2(hP = ++z,,,z(h) D2,@. 
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ProoJ: By the obvious covariance under isometries, Remark 1.4, and 
symmetry, we are reduced to S-covariance 
It is enough to prove this on “simple” fields CD = e”‘qo(x), cp E E,. For such a 
@, U,(S) @ is the sum of its 4 components at (f + 1, j + ‘1). In fact, by 
(2.8 1, writing U + for U,,, k zlji21 
(U,(~)~),+I.,+I=JT14~~~f~+ : 
(u,(s)~),+,.,-.,=J-*~lFf~~ \ 
J+ 1 -f*l 
(n, .A f ( 
(U.(S)@),--,.,+,= 4J cp+ \‘-a L , 
(U,(S)@), -I., ,=J-‘4fJfTfyl 
(U,(S)e”‘. l),+,., =i(f + 1 +I)0 
1 
if n = 2. 
(U,(S)e”‘. l), ,,, =;(-.I+ 1 +1)w 
D,, acts on such a @ as multiplication by 
/- I 
(-1)’ n (f+J-l+ 1+2m)(f-J+I-1-2m). (2.12) 
,?I = 0 
Thus both D,,K(S) @ and U+(S) D,,@ have possible nonzero com- 
ponents only at (,f+ 1, j+ ‘1). But, writing D for Dz, and assuming 
(n, A z (2, Oh 
(DU (S) @I,+ I.j+ 1 
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while 
= J+ y-+&y ‘fy (f+J-l+ 1+2m)(f-J+Z- l-2m) q+ 
[ Ml=0 1 
L$[h(f+J-i+ 1+2*)][‘l=i (f-J+/- l-2m++. 
0 0 
Similarly, 
tDu-ts) @If.+ 1, j- I 
(-1) 
I I-1 
= -7 l-j (f+j-l+ 1+2m) fi (f-J+,+ 1-2F+- 
[ IL 0 
In the exceptional case n = 2 and j = 0, 
(DK(S) eifi l)f+ ,., 
=$(-1)’ h (f-1+1+2m) 
[ 
‘IT’ (f+Z-1-2m) 0 
m=O I[ m=O 1 
=(U+(S)De”‘l),+,,,. 
Equality of the (f - 1, j +_ 1) components now follows upon application of 
the time reversal, which commutes with both U+(S) and D. 1 
This gives us representations on Jlr(D,,) and F/Jlr(D,,), where B is the 
space of fields of parity ( - 1) (nP21)‘2 But just as for the wave equation, .
much more can be said; again we have 5 or 6 invariant subspaces. 
LEMMA 2.17. If n is even, the subspaces 
W’ = {J- (I- 1) d +f<J+ (1-- l)), 
F= W+ n W-, 
M= (IfI <J+ (l- l,>, 
P={*f>J-(l-l)} 
of the spaces of fields of parity ( - 1)‘” - 21)/2 are Us, ~ 2,,,2( G)-invariant. 
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Proof As for Lemma 2.8, the problem reduces to UC,pztJjz(S)- 
invariance, which can be read off from Fig. 2.5 or (2.11). 1 
Note that F is finite dimensional. All the resulting representation spaces 
admit nondegenerate U’,,, _ 2,J,z( G)-invariant complex inner products, 
though not all are unitary. 
THEOREM 2.18. Suppose n is even, and consider the Hermitian inner 
products 
<@, ‘-3, = (@, Dz,WL2 on M/(W+ + W-), 
<@, ‘Qvt =(-1)/C@, D,,‘J”),r on V’JW’, 
(CD, Y),+ = ki(@, D;,Y),2 on W’/F. 
<@, f-VP= (@, D;‘,Y),2 on F, 
where D$,= [Dz,, t] and D;‘,= CD;,, t]. All these inner products are non- 
degenerate and u,,, ~ z,,,z(G)- invariant. ( , ),,,, and ( , ) yt are positive definite 
and result, upon completion, in continuous unitary representations. ( , ) ,+,’ is 
indefinite unless I= 1, and ( , ) r is indefinite unless n d 21, in which case F is 
either { 0) or the one-dimensional space of constants. 
Proof: D;, and D;, are clearly differential operators with periodic coef- 
ficients. Since D,, and t are formally self-adjoint, D;, is formally skew, so 
(l/i) Di, and D’& are formally self-adjoint. Thus all the inner products are 
Hermitian. Note that .k”(D;,) is exactly F. 
Let u + = G,~/)/~J~+ = UC,,+ 2/)/2F and let D = D2,. Each inner product is 
clearly u (K)-invariant, so it is enough to show either u ~ (GO)-invariance 
or K(g)-skewness. For (@, DY),?, the proof of u ~ (GO)-invariance runs 
exactly as in the case I= 1 (Theorem 2.9); the key point is that (n - 21)/2 + 
(n + 21)/2 = n. Positive definiteness of ( , ) ,,,, and ( , ) “+ results from the 
fact that the scalar (2.12) has the correct sign at the points J> If I + I- 1 
representing M/( WC + W- ), and + f > J+ I- 1 representing V’/ W’. The 
strength of the resulting uniform structures is between that of HL2 and that 
of H’, so we get continuous unitary representations. 
For ( , ) ,,,,* ,we shall show U. (S)-skewness (and conclude U (g)- 
skewness by symmetry ). The argument for this runs exactly as in 
Theorem 2.9, with D’ in place of 28, and the new meaning of U+ ; 
DCU (9, tl+ D’U. (S) = U+(S) D’+ [U+(S), t] D, (2.13) 
(CD, D’U(S) Y),z= (@, U+(S) D’Y)t.z, @, YE A”(D), 
U+(S)= u_(s)*. (2.14) 
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As for nondegeneracy, if &A j E W+, then 
f=J-(l- 1)+2p 
for some p with 0 d p < l- 1, and D’ acts on this 8,,/ as multiplication by 
the scalar 
(-1)’ I-1 
- mv, (f+J-I+ 1+2m) 
i [ I[ ocml- 1 (f J+/- l -2W 1 . . . 
m#P 
If C&E w-, 
-f=J-(1-1)+2p 
for some p with 0 d p d I - 1, and D’ acts on 8,r, j as multiplication by 
(-1)’ 
- 
i [ o<m~,p, (f+J-l+ 1+2m) . . I[ 
I- 1 
n (f-J+Z-1-2m) . 
m=0 1 
mfP 
This show that in either case, the sign of ( , ) ,++ on CZ??‘~,~ s F is (- l)P 
(Fig. 2.7). This proves nondegeneracy, and indefiniteness unless I= 1. 
Taking [., r] of both sides of (2.13) and using the fact that D and D’ 
annihilate F, we get 
(D[[U_(S),t],1]+D’[U~(S),t]+D”U_(S))~=U+(S)D”~, @EF. 
But D and D’ are formally self-adjoint, so 
(@, D”K(S) Y),2= (@, U+(S) D”!P)L2, @, Y”EF; 
n.4, I=2 n=6, t-3 
n=6, I-6 
FIGURE 2.7 
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_ _ 
+ + l 
__- -  _ _- 
n=6, I-6 
FIGURE 2.8 
with (2.14), this shows K(S)-skewness for ( , )P, and thus U. (G)- 
invariance. 
As for nondegeneracy and indefiniteness of{ , ) F, for J$, L F, we must 
have 
.f-J+f-l-2p=o, 
f+J-l+ 1+29=0, 
for some p, q with 0 d p, q d I - 1. On this B,, ,, D” acts as multiplication by 
( - 1 )‘+ ’ 
[ 
o<mJ-, (.f+J-l+1+2m) I[ n (,f-Jt-~-1-2m) ) . . O<n,</- I 1 
,n # y wz # p 
so the sign of ( , )F on g,;., is (- l)p+y (Fig. 2.8). 1 
Remark 2.19. The inner products ( , ) Wr (for any /) on the positive 
and negative freque_ncy solution spaces W’/F seem to depend on a par- 
ticular splitting of M” into space and time components, through the special 
role played by t, or equivalently, by d,. (D;, may also be described as the 
formal polynomial derivative of D,, in the indeterminate a,.) This also 
shows up in the polarization approach of Remark 2.10, in which the 
Hamiltonian quantity corresponding to d, is used to compute the complex 
structure, and consequently the real part of ( , )w+. But since the 
intertwining operator which determines the representation spaces is confor- 
mally covariant, one would expect these inner products to depend only on 
the conformal structure of I@‘. Zuckerman [54] gives a formula for the 
well-known invariant inner product on Maxwell fields which makes it easy 
to see that only the conformal structure is involved (see Remark 4.3). The 
idea behind his formula is also applicable to all the equations studied here. 
(See [6, Sect. 3.61 for details in the cases of D2, D4, and the D,,, D,,, to 
be defined in Section 3.) 
Remark 2.20. If we want to consider the ,full conformal group 0(2, n) 
5x0:74 Z-3 
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of @‘, including the time reversal, we only get invariance of M, V+ + V-, 
W’ + W-, and F. For I= 1, unitarity of the wave equation subspace is 
lost: on ( W+ + W-)/F, ( , ) W+ + ( , ) W- is not invariant, while 
(, >w+-(> >w- is invariant but indefinite. However, for any 1, 
M/( W+ + Wp), and (V+ + V)/( W+ -t Wp) are unitary in O(2, n)- 
invariant inner products. 
Remark 2.21 (odd n). Some elementary remarks are in order concern- 
ing the case of odd n. Solving the Cauchy problem for the equations 
D,@ = 0, one finds that all solutions on Iw x S”- ’ are 4n-periodic, even for 
n < 21. Indeed, the characteristic polynomials for the ODES coming from 
(2.10) have no double roots: if p and q are integers of the same parity, the 
jth eigenvalues of 2(B + p) and - 2( B + q) cannot agree mod 4. Thus all 
solutions “live on” a double cover 9” of @. 
(4) 
Scalar fields on M” can be grouped by frequency f (an integer or half- 
integer), and homogeneity j = 0, 1,2,.... The conformal group of gn is a 
double cover of O(2, n), and the orthochronous subgroup of this group 
acts separately, under any u,, on 4 types of fields, corresponding to the 
possible values of 2(f+j) (mod 4). The entire conformal group, including 
the time-reversal, only distinguishes 2(f+j) (mod 2); that is, 2f (mod 2). 
The analogues of Wf and Wp do not even lie within fields of the same 
type, so they do not reduce the same representation. Still, much can be said 
about decomposition and invariant inner products, but we shall not pursue 
this here. 
Remark 2.22. Back in the case of even n, by looking at the universal 
cover iiin = 1w x S” - ’ of I@’ and its conformal group, the universal cover 
d(2, n) of O(2, n), we can include the non-periodic solutions of 
Theorem 2.12 in the representation theory. The ODE argument in 
Theorem 2.12 actually shows that the general solution of D,,@ = 0 on A? 
is of the form @ + tY, where @ is a periodic solution and YE F. But 
U,(S)(tY) = tU,(S) Y+ (sin 0) Y, 
so that tF is not invariant, even under the orthochronous subgroup 
0?(2, n). However, W+ + Wp + tF is u+,,&G)-invariant, so that in 
addition to the representation spaces of Theorem 2.18, ( W+ + W- + tF)/ 
W’ should also be considered. 
Remark 2.23 (Representations of the Lorentz group). Consider now 
Riemannian S” ~ ’ and its conformal group 0( 1, n). The Y of Remark 1.5 is 
the “typical” proper conformal vector field on S-r in the same sense that 
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S is such on k. By the discussion preceding Lemma 2.8, if cp E E, and (as 
before) J=(n-2)/2+j, 
(If n = 2 and j = 0, use 9( Y) I= 0, w. 1 E E, .) We already have one confor- 
mally covariant differential operator on functions in S”-- ‘, that given 
by (2.1) 
But the nonlocal operator B also satisfies a covariance relation with respect 
to 41, n), 
++=(Y(Y)+;,) Bqx (2.16) 
Indeed, if cp~E,, both sides of (2.16) are &((J+ 1) (pi + (J- 1) cp ). (If 
n = 2, j = 0, both sides are zero.) It can be shown (though we have not set 
up the machinery here) that as a result, B is O(1, n)-covariant. Note that 
by (2.15), we cannot use evenness and oddness under the antipodal map to 
decompose the u,( 0( 1, n)). 
The above suggests looking at the sequence of operators B, 
(B+i)(B-i), (B- 1) B(B+ 1) ,.,., i.e., at 
D,= ‘fj’ m==O 
B-‘++m>. 
D, is o( 1, n)-covariant: if cp E Ej, 
=A{@ (J-PG+m)] cp+ +[Q (J-p++->] q--} 
= u,, I + pd Y) Dp cp, 
(If n=2 and j= 0, D, U,, -- pJ,d Y) 1 = I-I: (m - ((P - 1)/2)) = 
u (, + PI,,2( Y) D, 1.) The D2,, are differential operators, so we immediately 
have 0( 1, n)-covariance for these by Remark 1.4. 
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The representation theoretic situation is as follows. For odd n, 
{Ol 
n-1 
if q<- 
4Dzq) = 
2 
E,O ... OEY--(n-,),2 
n-l 
if q>- 
2 ’ 
while JV( Dzg + 1 ) = 0. The Dzy are differential operators, so we have 
representations of O( 1, n) on M(D,,) and %‘~/.N(Dz,). The argument of 
Theorem 2.9 shows that 
is a q,,-I-2y)/2 (WLn)) -invariant inner product on the infinite dimen- 
sional factor C”c/N(D2,). ( , ) is clearly positive definite, so upon com- 
pletion, we get continuous unitary representations. The (cp, rj)*,+ I = 
(R &,+ ,ll/)L 2 are invariant (skew) for U(,Z-2PZyj,2(o(1, n)) on C”, and 
positive definite for q < (n - 2)/2. For q > (n - 2)/2, ( , )2y+l is still 
nondegenerate, but its sign on Ei is 
n-2 
.i>4-7j-- 
I t-11 
i+ I +y-((ft- I)/2) n-2 2 j<q-2. 
For even n, the situation is similar, except that it is the nonlocal 
operators Dzy + , that may have nontrivial null spaces. Note that O( 1, n) is 
the Lorentz group usually associated with (n + l)-dimensional Minkowski 
space, while 0(2, n) is the conformal group associated to n-dimensional 
Minkowski space. To some extent, the above generalizes the X(2, @)- 
Riemann sphere picture of the Lorentz group O( 1, 3). 
3. DIFFERENTIAL FORM REPRESENTATIONS 
a. A General Second Order Conformally Covariant Operator on Forms of 
Arbitrary Order 
It is natural to ask whether a decomposition like that of Section 2 exists 
for some of the representations u, of OT(2, n) on differential forms in I@. A 
partial answer is given by the theory of the Maxwell equations [S, 13, 32 J, 
which gives information about n/2- and (n - 2)/2-forms (Sect. 4.a). But as it 
turns out, the Maxwell picture is atypical of the general situation; after a 
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gauge is fixed, it resembles the scalar picture more than it does the general 
differential form picture. 
The key to the composition structure of the U, on forms of arbitrary 
order seems to be a general second order conformally covariant operator 
DZ,k on k-forms introduced by the author in [4]. 
THEOREM 3.1 [4]. Let (M, g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold qf 
dimension n > 3; let R be the scalar curvature and (Rxp) the Ricci tensor qf 
(M, g). Then the operator 
where 
s = (n - 2k)/2, 
R = R/2(n - 1 ), V,, = (RzB - jTg,BY(n - 21, 
and V# = ( Vza) # is as in Definition 1 .l, is conformally covariant of 
bidegree (s - 1, s + 1 ), 
4,~~ ,(A) cp = us, ,(h) D,,/ccp, hEq(M g). (3.1) 
That is, D,,, intertwines the representations U, + , . As special cases, we - 
get the covariance of 
n+2 
40 = - 2 D,, 
and the “Maxwell operator on vector potentials”( (n - 2)/2-forms for 
even n), 6d. 
Returning to the setting of @’ = S’ x S”- ’ and i@” = iw x Sn--‘, the effect 
of 4, can be seen concretely as follows. First decompose a k-form @ as 
@=dt A QO+@,,, 
where Q1 (resp. an,) is a t-dependent k-form (resp. (k - 1 )-form) on s” - ‘. 
From now on, we shall reserve the symbols d and 6 for the exterior 
derivative and coderivative in Riemannian S”- ‘; the analogous operators 
in I@ or I@’ will be called d n ( ), 6 ” ( ). Now the only harmonic forms on S” ’ 
are the constant O-forms and the (n - 1 )-forms which are constant mul- 
tiples of the normalized volume element, so we may Hodge decompose a p- 
form cp on s”-’ as 
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where 
‘Pa E =@(a (Pd E W(d), lbp<n-2, 
or cp = qa for p = 0, cp = qd for p = n - 1 (arbitrarily assigning the constants 
to the “6 sector” in the bottom order, and the “dsectoc in the top order). 
At fixed t, the components of the above k-form CD on M” or A” can be so 
decomposed 
We shall call the space of possible 06 components the 06 sector, and 
similarly for Od, 16, Id. The (y:) sector will refer to the direct sum of the 06 
and Id sectors, and similarly for, (7:). 
The Ricci tensor of s” ’ (and thus of ii?’ and &) is (n-2) g,-1, and 
d’“‘@=dt A (a,@,-d@,)+d@,, 
J’“)@= -dt A 6@0+a,@o+6@,, 
(3.2) 
so 
D,.,@=dtr\ {(s-l)d:@,+(s+1)6d@,+(s-l)d&D, 
- 26d,@, + (s + 1 )2(s - 1) &)} 
+{(s+l)a:~,+(~+1)6d~,+(s-l)d6~~ 
-2di3,@,+ (s-t l)(s- 1)2@,}. 
Thus D,,, acts separately in the Od, 16, and (y$) sectors 
(D,,~~),,=(~-l,(a~+d6+(~+1)~)~,, 
(D,,,~),,=(s+l)(d;?+6d+(s-l)‘)~,, 
i 
(s-1)8;+(~+1)6d+(s+l)~(s-1) -26a, 
- 2da, (S+l)a:+(S-l)dds+(S+l)(S-112 
b. Wave Propagative Properties of D,,, 
It is remarkable that the conformally covariant operator D,., is exactly 
the correct second-order differential operator on forms to produce results 
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of automatic periodicity, oddness/evenness, and Huygens’ principle. For 
the moment, set aside the Maxwell case k = (n - 2)/2 (S = 1) and its “mirror 
image” under the Hodge star operator, k = (n -t 2)/2 (s = - 1). 
THEOREM 3.2 (Automatic periodicity). Suppose n 3 4 is men, and 
s # f 1. Then every C” solution of D,,, @ = 0 on IF! x S” ’ is 2n-periodic in t. 
Proqf: By [ll], the eigenvalues of d6 on closed p-forms in S” ‘, 
1 6 p <n - 2, are 
where (3.3 1 
a=cc,=j-l+p, /?=/?,=n-1-p+j 
for j-1,2,3 ,..., and the eigenvalues of 6d on coclosed p-forms, 
1 < p d n - 2, are 
IL = 13, = OS, 
where (3.4) 
o=B,=j+p, z=z,=n-2-p+j 
for j = 1, 2, 3,.... (The parameters LX, /I, (T, T will be important in our treat- 
ment of the representation theory of D,,, and its higher order 
generalizations.) This means that the nonlocal operators 
A=Jm in the Od sector, 
B=,/w in the 16 sector, 
i 
$iz3 
c= JGT? 
in the 06 sector, 
in the Id sector 
have eigenvalues 
n-2 
J=--- 2 +j 
for j = 1, 2, 3,..., plus (taking account of the possible eigenvalue (n - 2)/2 on 
constant 0- or (n - 1 )-forms) j = 0 for B when k = 0, for C in the 06 sector 
when k= 1, for C in the Id sector when k=n- 1, and for A when k=n. 
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In terms of A, B, and C, D2,k acts as 
(s- l)(a,+iA)(a,-iA) in Od 
(s + l)(a, + iB)(a, - iB) in 16 
(S-l)8;+(S+l)(C*-l) -2&Y, 
LB’= 
06 
) (1 
in 
- 2da, (S+l)Jf+(S-1)(&l) 
Id * 
(3.5) 
Let &,i (rev. E16,j, E,,,+ E,,,) be the (n - 2)/2 +j eigenspace of A 
(resp. B, C, C) in the Od (resp. l&06, id) sector. Note that 
d: EcM,, + Eld,j, 6: Eld,j + &,,j, 
and that 6 and d commute with C. By the compactness of S*-‘, 8, com- 
mutes, on C” forms, with the Hodge projections and the projections onto 
the E-spaces. This reduces the Cauchy problem for D2,k@ = 0 to initial 
value problems for ODES valued in the (finite-dimensional) E-spaces. 
Periodicity for the Od and 16 components is now immediate from (3.5) and 
the fact that the eigenvalues of A and B are positive integers. For the ($) 
component, left multiplication of the operator &9 of (3.5) by 
(S+l#+(S-1)(&l) 26a, 
8= 
2da, (s-~)~;+(s-I)(c*-I) 
yields the block diagonal operator 
B9i?+*- 1) 
i 
a;2+2(c*+i)a:+(c*-iy 0 
X 
0 a;+2(c*+l)a:+(c*-i)* ). 
But 
= [a,+i(C+l)][a,-i(C+l)][a,+i(C-l)][a,-i(C-l)], 
and the eigenvalues of C f 1 are positive integers. (C - 1 takes on the value 
0 only for n = 4, k = 1 or 3, in which case s = + 1.) Thus we also have 
periodicity for the (72) component. 4 
Remark 3.3. We have not quite completed the solution of the Cauchy 
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problem for D,,, 0 = 0 in the proof of Theorem 3.2. One way of dealing 
with the (y”,) sector is to solve the Cauchy problem for &99( z;) = 0, and 
treat the equation 9Y($$ = 0 and its first t-derivative as (conserved) 
Cauchy data constraints. The general solution of this Cauchy problem is a 
linear combination of solutions of the 4 forms 
e+iK-f’l)r (PO&) 
( ) (Pdx) ’ (3.6) 
and the Cauchy data constraints on the solution (3.6) reduce to 
or, equivalently, 
Alternatively, one could work directly with the second-order ODE 
problems produced by .%Y( ;;) = 0. First assume that k # 0, n (the scalar case 
has been dealt with in Sect. 2). With s # + 1, this eliminates n = 4 from 
consideration. Next, note that the “constant” components (of pea for k = 1 
or cp ,rl for k = n - 1) must be harmonic oscillators of frequency + (n - 4)/2. 
Thus we may restrict to the space of fields with no “constant” components; 
on this space, C & 1 and C +_ s are positive operators. Let $ be the Cauchy 
datum for a,(~, and make the change of variable 
YO6 = 
z - ,,-~i-(c+1)~,,+(c~-l)(c-s)-~~~obji 
in Cauchy data space. The (q, I/I) data may be recovered from the (y, z) 
data by 
2C(~+~)cp,,=(c+l)(c-s)y,,+62,~, 
2C~oa=(C-s)ZOb-(C+1)~Y,d, 
2C(C-1)cp,,=(C-1)(C-s)Y,d-dZob, 
2c+,,= (C-s)z,,+ (C- 1) &OS. 
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In (v, z) coordinates, the evolution equation becomes 
~,Y06=z06~ a,zoa= -(C-WY,,, 
drYId= Zlh a,z,rl= -(C+ l)2/v,d. 
This decomposes the system into harmonic oscillators, and separates the 
“frequency C& 1” parts. 
THEOREM 3.4 (oddness-evenness). Suppose n > 4 is even, and s # f 1. 
If 0 is a C” solution of D2,k @ = 0 on S’ x S”- ’ and q(t, x) = (t + rc, -x), 
then q*@ = ( - 1)” ~ ‘@. In particular, ifs is odd, @ “lives on” (covers a field 
on) JP=(S’XS1--)/z2. 
ProoJ: The p, eigenspace of closed p-forms cp on s”- ’ (recall (3.3)) con- 
sists of restrictions (pullbacks under inclusion) to Y-’ of closed harmonic 
p-forms in iw” whose components (in the standard basis 
{dxi, A ... A d-x,) i, < .. < i,}) are (j- 1 )-homogeneous polynomials in 
the xi [ I1 1. Such forms have parity ( - l)‘- ’ +p under the antipodal map. 
The lj eigenspace of coclosed p-forms on s”- ’ (recall (3.4)) is dual to the 
pi eigenspace of closed (n - 1 - p)-forms via the Hodge * = *sn-‘. If [: 
s”- ’ + W is the inclusion, 
This shows that elements of the i,i eigenspace have parity ( - I)‘+ p under 
the antipodal map (using the evenness of n). 
For f = 0, & 1, + 2 ,..., let gobd,,, , be the space of fields e”‘q(x), where 
cp E EOS,,, and similarly for &04/z,, &,, ,, gild,,.,. By the above, 
q*@=(-l)‘+k+.f@, @ E &u.i Or ~~s.r:,~ 
q*@=(-l)‘-‘+k+/@, @E k~f,, of Gba.1. j' 
(3.7) 
But by our solution of the Cauchy problem, L2 solutions are spanned by 
the J&./:j@Els.,;j with f= + ((n- 2)/2 +j), and by subspaces of the 
~o&,;i@~ldJ;j with f= f ((n -2)/2 +jk ‘1). (See Remark 2.6 for a dis- 
cussion of what L2 means in this setting.) This and q*dt = dt show that the 
total parity of solutions under q is 
(_ f)u~t-m+k - -(-1)$-l. 1 
To picture the null space M(D,,,), draw an upper half-plane diagram, 
this time separating ($ and (y:) sectors (Fig. 3.1). A point now represents 
a sum of b-spaces; for example, (f, j) in the (y;) diagram represents 
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06 
0 Id sector 
n=8,k=l 
FIGURE 3.1 
& .,., O&,d .,,,’ Evenness and oddness ( x and 0 ) are in the sense 
ye*@ = f 0. The dotted lines indicate that exactly half of the harmonic 
oscillators at each point of f = +_ (J+ ‘1) are included. The line j= 0 is 
sometimes empty, reflecting the fact that there are no harmonic forms in 
the orders or sectors in question. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Huygens’ principle). Suppose n 2 4 is even, and s # -t 1. 
!I‘ @EC*, D,.,@ = 0, and the support of the Cauchy data @(O, x), 
((7, @)(O, x) contains no point at a distance t, from x0 E s”-- ‘, 0 d t, 6 7c, then 
@(to, q,) = 0. 
Pro@ Since {(s + 1) ‘6(“)d(“’ + (s - 1) ~- ‘d(“‘6(“)} DZ,k has leading term 
I! ‘, the equation D,,, @ =0 has finite propagation speed. (Treat the 
Cauchy problem for D2,k@ = 0 as that for (0 2 + lower order) @ = 0, with 
D,,, @ = 0 and its first t-derivative as conserved fixed-time constraints. By 
Section 3.a, the constraints can be solved to give @D and a?@ at time 0 as 
linear expressions in @ and 8, @ at time 0. Thus Cauchy data for D,,, 0 = 0 
with small support lead to Cauchy data for the fourth-order constrained 
system with the same small support. Finite propagation speed for 
( q 2 + lower order) Qi = 0 thus implies finite propagation speed for 
D,,,@ = 0.) But given finite propagation speed, the Lax-Phillips 
oddness-evenness method of Theorem 2.4 now works perfectly. 4 
Remark 3.6. The fact that the Hodge projections and the operators 
A, B, C are nonlocal is not an issue in Theorem 3.5; all we need to apply 
the Lax-Phillips argument is finite propagation speed, an oddness-even- 
ness principle, and a well-posed Cauchy problem. 
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c. Representation Theoretic Content of D2,k 
Let S, Y, and w  be as in Section 2. Our analysis of the composition 
structure of the representations I(, on k-forms will rest, as in the scalar case, 
on the “moves” in Fig. 3.1 permitted under u,(S). Using elementa:y 
properties of the Lie derivative, one finds that if @ is a C” k-form on M” 
or fGP, 
U,(S) @ = dt A {cos t[P( Y) + (a + 1) w] Q0 
+ sin t[wc?,@, + r(do) @,I) 
f cos t[y(Y) f am]@,, 
+ sin t[wa,@, + E(du) Go]. (3.8) 
From now on, abbreviate &(du) and z(dw) by E and i. The following four 
lemmas, analogous to Lemma 2.7 in the scalar case, are needed to convert 
(3.8) into hard information about Fig. 3.1. This same information will be 
needed again in the analysis of higher order generalizations D,,,, of the DZ,k 
(Sect. 3.e). 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose n 3 2 (n need not be even here). Let A= A,, p = pj* 
etc., be as in (3.3) and (3.4), and let J= (n - 2)/2 + j. If 4p is a coclosed p- 
form in the ii eigenspace EP.6.i of 6d on S’- ‘, ja 1, then 
where EP,d, i is the pj eigenspace of closed p-forms. If JI E EP,d, j, j > 1, then 
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Proof: Recall the identities (1.3), (do),= - Y,, and 
9( Y) = I( Y) d + dl( Y) = - td - dz, 
L(Y)*= -6&-&Eb, 
d9( Y) = 9(Y) d, 
2?( Y)*d = &q Y)*. 
Using these, we get 
6d(6(odq)) = Gd(oicp - tdq) 
= iA(odq + ~40) + 6$P( Y) dq 
=k?(odq+q)+6(--(Y)*-((n-2p-3)o)dq 
= iS(odq + E(P) + 6(&6 - (n-2p - 3) w) dq 
= [E. - (n - 2p - 3)] G(wdq) + 2i&p, 
and 
hd(&(p) = - 6dP( Y)*cp 
= Gd(9( Y) + (n - 2p - 1) w) cp 
=cW(Y)dq+(n-2p-l)G(wdq+q) 
= -6(9(Y)* + (n - 2p - 3) co) dtp + (n-2p - 1) S(odq + E(P) 
= Mdcp + 26(odq) + (n - 2p - I ) bup 
= (2 + n - 2p - 1) &(P + 26(wdq). 
But 
i /+I -ii=n+Jj- 1, 
so (after some calculation) 
6dCG(wd~)frs&cp}=E.,+,{6(wd~)+z6&(p}, 
hd(h(odq) - a&(p) = A,. , j&cod(p) - dE(P}; 
this proves the assertions about q *. As for cpO, 
dS(dq) = dS( - A!( Y) - Id) cp 
=dG(Lf(Y)*+(n-2p-l)o-td)cp. 
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But dt: = -Ed implies 16 = - 61, and since cp is coclosed, 63( Y)*cp = 0. 
Thus 
dh(dzcp) = d( - (n - 2p - 1) z + zhdqo) 
= [A-(n-2p- l)] dzcp. 
Since 
Lp=n-2p- 1, 
we have 
dS(dzcp) = ,udzrp, 
as desired. 
Similar arguments (or an application of Hodge *-duality) yield 
d&d(wiW)) = (p + n -2p + 1) d(och,b) - 2pdzll/, 
dh(dz$) = [p - (n - 2p - 1 )] dzll/ - 2d(o6$); 
these, along with 
P /+I-Pj=n+2j-1, 
imply the assertions about $ *. Similarly, using (3.9), we get 
bd( &z,b) = XL+, 
as desired for the +O assertion. 1 
Remark 3.8. “Inverting” the formulas of Lemma 3.7, we get 
d(o&) = P(W + + scp - 1, 
h=Pu(cp+ -CL 
dzcp = .w”, 
d(oW) = Wti + + o$ - ), 
dzl/=A(-$+ +I,-), 
d&lj = n*“. 
(3.9) 
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LEMMA 3.9. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, 
ocp=mp+ +pq- -cp”, 
PyY)cp=acrq+ -r& +(n-2p-l)cp”, 
o$=51+bf +q- +I)“, 
L?(Y)$=l($+-Il/ -). 
Proof: By the identities used in the proof of Lemma 3.7, 
ioiy=+dcp=; {6(wdq)+ldq) 
=f @(udcp)-dzq-5!‘(Y)cp). 
But on coclosed p-forms, 
-Jf(Y)=Y(Y)*+(n-2p-l)o= --f&+(n-2p-l)U, 
so 
6(0 dq) - dlcp - &(p = [I. - (n - 2p - 1 )] wcp = pwtp. 
With Remark 3.8, this proves the assertion about wcp. Since 
9(Y)cp=[-9(Y)*-(n-2p-I)o]cp 
=&cp-(n--p- l)ocp, 
we also have the assertion about P(Y) cp. The other two formulas follow 
from similar arguments, or by Hodge *-duality. 1 
LEMMA 3.10. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.7, 
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Proof: Let cp (I) = fqwdql), p = 6&q?, * (‘) = d(oS$), $(‘) = dz$. Then 
dq+“=d6(odq)=d(wSdqvzdq) 
= (dq)“‘- (dq)‘*‘, 
dqc2’ = d&p = -d2’( Y)* cp 
=d(Z(Y)+(n-2p-1)o)cp 
n-2p-1 
=Z(Y)dq+ ~ 406 &I 
= -(dq)‘2’ + ‘-y- * (&,)“‘, 
Remark 3.8 and some computation now give the formulas for dq’, and 
similar arguments or duality give the formulas for Se’. 1 
LEMMA 3.11. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.7, 
&(P= +(+)+ -+ (dv) - - (dd”~ 
Proof: By Lemma 3.9 and the fact that cp, cp* are coclosed, 
zcp = --6(0(p) = 6~‘. Also by Lemma 3.9, 
up=d(wcp)--dq 
=udq++Pdq--[(z-l)(dq)++(a+l)(dq)~+(dq)”], 
so Lemma 3.10 gives the formula for E(P. Similarly (or by duality), we get 
the formulas for E$, r+. 1 
We can now convert (3.8) into ,an analogue of (2.8) using Lemmas 3.7, 
3.9, and 3.11. If @ is a k-form in M”, express CD as 
(3.10) 
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TABLE I 
8 od ,,,, Probe: @ = dr A e’hpoa, (poh E E06,,, i 2 1. @’ = f-‘,(S) @ 
@b&,+1.,+1 =~(ct-l)(C(+a+1fj-)cp& 
@’ OD., f I., 1 = -f(B + 1 I( -P + a + * +/I (Poh 
%,., + !.,= f(n - 2k -a T  f) vi,, 
@IA,, i I., = f (lPi)(&0~)~ 
where @o,s.,,j~&,,, @o,,;j~Eo~, @Is,.LjEEl*,j, and @ld/:jEEld,j, mm- 
bership of @ in C”, L’, or H” is determined by the rate of decay of 
11@,,6,1.,((L-2, etc., as IfI + j- co, as in Section 2.b. The L2 norm is defined 
using any (artificial) Riemannian metric on fi (recall Remark 2.6). Now 
consider an “&Oa,,.j probe,” i.e., a k-form @ whose expansion (3.10) consists 
of the one term dt A eif’cpo8, where cpos E E,,,j, j Z 1. The components of 
U,(S) @ which are not identically zero are given in Table I. Similarly, the 
effect of u,(S) on &kI,j:j3 46,f,,, and $4f,, probes are given in Tables II, III, 
IV, where tl, fi, 6, and T are given by (3.3) and (3.4) with p = k. 
We also need to take account of the constant 0- and (n - I)-forms not 
already considered in the scalar case. If k = 1 and @ = dt A edi. 1, then 
U,(S) @ = W, where 
(3.11) 
TABLE II 
B oc ,.,,, Probe: 0 = dt A e”‘cpod, qOdc E,,,, j 2 1. 0’ = U,(S) @ 
~~6,,11,,=f(a+lff)cp~, 
~b,,~,.,+,=~~B(G(+a+lif)cp~ 
@’ Od.,f1.,-L=~a(-P+a+l+S)cp, 
@‘w-t I,,= zk(l/‘W 4%, 
580174’2.4 
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TABLE III 
%.,il., = f(l/W h?J 
@i;6.tfl,,+~ =%c(a+a_+.f)cPL 
~;6.,fl.,-I=ta(-T+a+f)cp,,, 
C,,, + ,,, = f-b - 2k - 1 -a Tf) vY6 
and all other components are zero. Similarly, if k = n - 1 and CD = e’“. 8, 
where 0 is the volume element of S” ~ ‘, then U,(S) CD = @‘, where 
(3.12) 
Superimposing the (yi) and ($) sectors in Fig. 3.1, Tables I-IV and 
(3.1 I), (3.12) show that the general U,(S) move is as in Fig. 3.2. The “for- 
bidden move” structure under U,- I(S) now provides us with 5 invariant 
subspaces. 
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose n B 4 is even. Within the k-forms (Cm or H”) of 
parity ( - 1 )“- ’ on fi, let 
TABLE IV 
I ,< ,,,,, Probe: @ =e”‘cp,,, qld~Eld,,, j> 1. @‘= u,(S) @ 
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sector change 
. . . 
FIGURE 3.2 
As usual, put J= (n - 2)/2 + j, and let 
W+={f=J}(y~)~({f=~+l}(y~)n~+~+) 
@(if=J-ljcy;,nZ+. ), 
w- = {f= -J} (~~jO({-f‘=J+l}(~~)nZ-‘+) 
V+ = (f> J+ l} + W+, 
V ={-faJ+l)+W-, 
M=jlfI<J-It+W++W. 
where, qf course, the subscript ($) (resp. (y;)) indicates that the designated 
suhspace is cut from the (‘$) (resp. (y:)) sector. Then W’, V’, and M are 
u,- ,(G)-invariant, G= OT(2, n). 
Proof As in Lemma 2.8, it suffices to show CJ, ,( S)-invariance. The 
covariance relation (3.1) along with Fig. 3.2, shows that one cannot escape 
from W+ or W- by U, ~ ,(S)-moves. To get the invariance of V’ and M, 
we need this plus the following observation: For an 6&,,, or c$‘,~,,,, probe 
with,!‘= +(J+‘l), any move to the adjacent line f = +(Jf’l) in the (y:) 
sector lands in .,+“(DZ.k). This says that the pairs of dotted lines in Fig. 3.1, 
along with the corresponding solid line, are “strong enough” to “catch” any 
probe originating in V’ or M. 
Indeed, for an c!&,,~ probe @ = dt A e”‘cp, with f = J + 1, Table I gives 
(with @‘= U,--,(S) ‘P) 
@id.l.- 1,j+ 1 = -- ’ J+s-l (dv06)+; 2i J-s 
by Lemma 3.10, we have 
i(C+s)@ba,,-,.,+I +~@;d.,-I.,+,=o. 
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For an d 06,f,i probe with f = J- 1, 
@b&f+ I,j- 1 = -;(J+s+l)&, 
1 J-s+ 1 
@id,1.+ I.j- I = -- 2i J+s (&CL; 
by Lemma 3.10, 
i(c-s) @&S,f+l.,-I +6@id,j+l.j-1 =O. 
By similar calculations or Hodge duality, we get the analogous statements 
for an 8 ,dJ+ ,., probe, and by similar calculations or time reversal, we get 
the desired results on the negative frequency side. 1 
The representation spaces of interest are now W’, V’/ W’, and 
M/( W+ + W- ), all carrying us- ,(G). As in the scalar case, each admits a 
nondegenerate invariant Hermitian inner product, but fewer of these 
representations are unitary. Recall that the natural inner product ( , ) on 
k-forms (indefinite for k # 0, n) is 
where dj=C;C= Pr c”‘(dr A cPo.f+rP~.,). 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose n 2 4 is even, and s # &- 1. The inner products 
(@> ‘J9, = (@, D2.k W on M/( W+ + W- ), 
(0, YI> vi = -(@, D,., yu) on F/W’, 
(@, Y’>wi = ki(@, D;,k Y) on W’, 
where % = CD,,,, ?I, are Hermitian, nondegenerate, and u, _ ,( G)-invariant. 
Zf we are not in the scalar case (k = 0, n) already treated, all these inner 
products are indefinite, except ( , ) ,,+ when s = O(k = n/2). In this case, the 
completion of V’/W’ in ( , ),,i carries u,_,(G) as a continuous unitary 
representation. 
Proof: The inner products are Hermitian because DZ,k and (l/i) D;,k are 
differential operators formally self-adjoint in ( , ). The argument for 
invariance of ( , ),,, and ( , ) vf proceeds exactly as in Theorem 2.9 (using 
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the covariance relation (3.1)), once we note that if h is a conformal trans- 
formation, /I. g = Q2g, then 
h. gk=Q-‘“g”. (3.13) 
For nondegeneracy of ( , ),,, and ( , ) ,,*, note that both ( , ) and D2,k are 
diagonalized by the decomposition of k-forms into L&,,,,, 8,;a,,,,, and 
8(~;),,,~ spaces. Within one of these spaces, if 
(@, D2.k y) = 0 all @, 
then DZ,k Y = 0. 
If k # n/2, then s # 0; by assumption s # + 1, so s + 1 and s - I have the 
same sign. For an J&,,:~ probe @ = dt A e”‘qod, qOd~ Eon,, 
(@, D,,,@) = -(s- 1 )(-f’+ J2) 2n ll(POdll:.Z~A” -I(.s-l,,; (3.14) 
for an ~9,~ ,,,, probe @ = e”‘cp ,ii E I?,,,,, 
(@‘, &,k@) = (S + I)( -f’ + J2) 277 )/‘p,,~~~~~z~,i~.~n~~,,. (3.15) 
For I.fl #J, (3.14) and (3.15) have opposite sign; thus ( , ),,,, and ( , ), t 
are indefinite. 
Now let k=n/2, and consider the complementary subspaces 
Z’=Z+.*‘= { fiC@D,,+6@1d=0} ofthe ($) sector. Since 6d=C2, Z+ is 
self-orthogonal in ( , ), as is Z- But D,,,, : Z’ + Z’. Indeed, if 
@ E &‘(y,),,~, n Z+ and YE &(~;),,;~n Z- , say < 
@=e’f’(dt A iJp’ &p,,+ qld), 
Y=e”‘(-dt A iJp’ ?$,,+$I,,), 
then 
This shows that Z+ 1 ZP in (. , D,,, * ), and that for @ and Y as above, 
(@> &,k@)= -4n[(f-J)‘- 11 ~h’&q,~q.s-+ 
(y, D2.k y) = -4n[(f+ JJ2 - 11 11 y&q&.+),. 
Thus ( , )M and ( , ) yf are negative definite in the ($) sector. But by 
(3.5) (. , D2.k. ) has the sign of J’ - f’ in the ($ sector; that is, is positive 
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on M/( W+ + W-) and negative on V’/W’. This shows that ( , )M is 
indefinite, but that ( , ),,+ is positive definite. On &@I),~~ (resp. 
~F(m),~~n Z”), ( , )y+ is f’- f (resp. (f+ ‘J)*- 1) times the &nner 
product induced by the artificial Riemannian metric dt2 + g,-1 on M”, so 
the strength of the ( , ),,’ uniform structure is between that derived from 
H’/’ and that derived from H’; thus, after completion, we get a continuous 
unitary representation. 
The proof of invariance for ( , ) W+ proceeds exactly as in Theorem 2.9 
or 2.18; to show that U,+,(S)*= U,-,(S) in (, ), we need (3.13). For 
nondegeneracy and indefiniteness, note that D;,k acts as 
2(s- 1) a, in Od 
2(s + 1) a, in 16 
in (yi). 
Thus on f = + J, an &Ojod,,; j probe @ = dt A &‘cp,, has 
(@, cD)~~ = -47c(s- 1) JlI(~~~llt~~nk-~~s~-,,,, 
while an &,&.,; j probe @ = eificp ,& has 
(@, @>w =4n(s+ 1) Jllc~,sllt2(nk~s”-l,,. 
(This already shows indefiniteness unless s = 0.) For @ E c?(Y~),~~ I,j n Z+*‘, 
say Q = ev’(dt A qoa + q~ Id) with 
the formula 
(3.16) 
implies that 
By another application of (3.16) and the fact that 6 and d are formal 
adjoints, 
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Since s # + 1, this completes the proof of the nondegeneracy of ( , ) w+, 
and shows that the sign of (@, @) w+ on f = J+ 1 disagrees with the sign 
onf=J- 1. Thus ( , ) w+ is indefinite even in the case s = 0. The situation 
for ( , ) ‘+- is entirely similar. 1 
Remark 3.14 (Hodge * duality). We have not decomposed the n/2- 
forms into “self-dual and anti-self-dual” summands ( + 1 or f i eigenspaces 
of *(‘*‘, the Hodge star operator on i@’ or A”) because the “space reversal” 
P, being orientation-reversing, reverses duality: *(“‘P* = -P* e(n) (where 
P* is the pullback by P), so 
*(“‘I$ = &@ j *‘l”P*@ = -Ep*@. 
We would be allowed such a decomposition, however, if we restricted to 
the identity component G, = S0,(2, n) of G = O’(2, n). This, however, does 
not produce any additional unitarity. 
More specifically, on an n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold 
with q minus signs in its metric signature, we have 
** = (_ l)kln-k’+Y on k-forms. 
Thus in Lorentzian ii? or iii,l for n even, 
*W’*O1’ = ( _ * )ltI,‘z’+ I 
This means *(‘I’ has + 1 eigenspaces for n = 2 (mod 4) and + i eigenspaces 
for n z 0. Moreover, each u,(G,) acts separately on these eigenspaces 
*‘“‘u,(h) @ = u,(h) *(‘+D, h E G,, @ an n/2-form, 
since *“I’ is invariant under orientation-preserving conformal transfor- 
mations in the middle order. Since 
*O1’@ = dt A (- 1)“” *@, - *QO, 
where * = *sn 1, the condition for e-duality *(‘I’@ = s@ is 
Qo= --F- I*@,, 
or 
(3.17) 
Let IV’,’ be the space of E-dual forms in W’. By the proof of 
Theorem 3.13, u,~- ,(G,) will still be nonunitary on W’s” provided 
W+,Cn { +_f=Jk’ l> ; {O}. (3.18) 
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But @ ’ &( ::)A with +f=Jk’ 1 is in the space on the left of (3.18) if 
and only if (3.17) and 
that is, if and only if (3.17) and 
*6@,,= +~JE-‘@,~. (3.19) 
Now on En12,d,,,y (w?)~ = (d*)2 = (- 1)“12 d6 = (- 1)n/2 J2, so the possible 
eigenvalues of *6 on this space are fiJ&- ‘. Both eigenvalues are realized, 
since the space reversal P, viewed as a transformation on S- ‘, reverses 
duality 
*dP*(p=(-l)%*P*q= -(-l)QP**‘p 
= -(-1)4P*d*p -F"**&p. 
This shows that both signs in (3.19) are possible for nonzero Qld, which in 
turn proves (3.18). 
The proof of Theorem 3.13 also shows that u,- ,(G,) is nonunitary on 
the a-dual summand of A4/( Wt + W-). 
Remark 3.15 (Polarization of symplectic structure). There is a u,- ,(G)- 
invariant symplectic form on the space of real C” solutions to D,,,@ = 0, 
viz. (with Y the a,@ Cauchy datum) 
(Compare formula (4.1) of [44] for flat Minkowski space.) The ( , ) are 
the natural pointwise inner products on forms in S”- ‘, and the integral can 
be taken at any fixed t. The corresponding conserved energy is 
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Thus the energy Hessian X is not positive definite for s # + 1, k # 0, n. But 
we can still define a linear transformation X on phase space by 
X(X, Y) = aqx, x Y), 
and get a complex structure 
f=& 
as in Remark 2.10. 
These structures are most easily seen in a modified version of the y, z 
coordinates of Remark 3.3. After a tedious calculation, one finds that 
+(l -.?) (( C-S 2C(C+ 1) Y’d> r;,, ) 
( 
c - s - 2c(c+ 1) fld? ZId 
)> 
+ (s2 - 1) 
C-S 
2c(c Yoiir =bii _ 1 ) :, 
c - s 
- 2c(c- 1) ~46, zo6 dx. 
First assume s > 1 (the s < -1 case can be handled by duality), and let 
a’d- c-s (?- l)(C+s) 
-‘/-=--dyo6, 
bki= c-s (SZ- l)(C+s) 
‘/-dzoh, 
Oob-C-s (?- l)(C+s) 
LJ=--~y,,, 
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“od=-& ul,,. 
In a, b coordinates, 
and the energy is 
- (ao, 4) + lab, bo)} dx, 
8’=if {Ib,(2-lbo12+)Ba,,12-IAa,,12 
S” - ’ 
+ ICC- 1) a,,l’- I(C+ 1) a,,I’} dx. 
Thus, acting on the column vector (a06, b,,,, aOd, bOd, a,6, b,,, aid, b,,), 
0 
I I 
0 
0 -B-l 
B 0 
I I 
0 I 0 I 0 
0 
0 
0 
J 
(3.20) 
The Hermitian inner product 92 + id, where %‘(X, Y) = &(X, YY), is thus 
positive definite on the 16 sector and the “frequency C- 1 part” of the ($ 
sector, and negative definite on the Od sector and the “‘frequency C-i- 1 
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part” of the (y:) sector. This agrees with our findings for Wf in the proof of 
Theorem 3.13. 
If s = 0, let 
aid= JWG y,,, b,,= J2G-G zld, 
ao6=~~yon. bo6=~~zoa, 
aI6 = ~~6, b,;,=zm a0d = Yo,, bo, = zod 
Then 
+ <a,,, bbdl- <abd, bOd) 
- (a06r &ii) + Caba, boa)) dx, 
and in the notation of (3.20) 
0 
0 
0 
-B- ’ 
0 
0 
-1p, 
Thus 8 + id is negative only in the “frequency C - 1 part” of the (y;) sec- 
tor; and this agrees with our findings for W’ in the proof of Theorem 3.13. 
Remark 3.16. The full force of the information in Tables I-IV, (3.1 l), 
and (3.12) has not yet been used; for the invariance of W’, I’/‘, and A4 
(Lemma 3.12), we needed only the information in Fig. 3.2 and part of 
Tables I, II. However, to prove the covariance of the higher order 
generalizations D2,.k of D,,, introduced below and to get invariant sub- 
spaces analogous to W’, V’, M, we shall need all this information. 
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d. Higher Order Generalizations of the D2.k and Their Wave Propagative 
Properties 
The “corrt@” way to generalize D,,, to an operator DZ,.k of order 21 on 
k-forms in iGi” or AP is as follows. Let 
(s-f) a; + (s + I)(C2 - 12) -21 da, 
g= 
-21 da, (S + I) a: + (s- f)(P-12) 
as an operator in the (T:) sector, and let DZl,k act by 
(s--)[a,+iA][a,-iA] n [ac+i(A+2p)][a,-i(A+2p)] 
p=I 
x [J, + i(A - 2p)l[a, - i(A - 2p)] 
(IL I)/2 
in the Od sector, 
(s+I)[a,+iKJ[J,-iB] n [a,+i(B+2p)] 
p=l 
x [8,-i(B+2p)][a,+i(B-2p)] 
x [a,- i(B- Zp)] in the 16 sector, 
C/L I w
h [a,+i(c+(2p-l))][a,-i(C+(2~- WI 
I p=l 
x [a,+i(C-(2p- l))][a,-i(C-(2p- 
in the (yz) sector, 
w 
(s-l) n [a,+i(A+(2p-l))][a,-i(A+(2p-l))] 
p=l 
~[a,+i(A-(2p-ll))liYa,-i(A-(2~-1))1 in Od, 
l/2 
(s+I) n [a,+i(B+(2~-1))l[a,-icB+(2~-1))1 
p=l 
x[a,+i(B-(2p-l))][a,-i(B-(2p-l))]in16, 
I 
(I- 2)/2 
[a,+iC][a,-ic] n [a,+i(C+2p)][a,-i(C+2p)] 
p=l 
x Ca,+i(C-2p)][a,--i(C-2p)] 
i 
I odd 
(3.21) 
1 even 
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(For k = 1, the “constants” @(dt A e”‘) may be assigned arbitrarily to either 
the 06 or Od sector; the two definitions of DZ,,k@ given by (3.21) agree. The 
same is true of the “constants” @e”‘O, where 0 is the volume element of 
S” -I, for k=n- 1.) It is shown immediately below that D21,k is a differen- 
tial operator, in spite of the fact that its ingredients, the Hodge projections 
and A, B, C, are nonlocal. It is shown in Section e that DZ,,k is conformally 
covariant (on A?‘) of bidegree (s - 1, s + I), where, as before, s = (n - 2k)/2. 
D 4.k is a spatial case of a general fourth order conformally covariant 
operator introduced by the author in [6]. For k = 0, D,,,, specializes to the 
scalar operator D,,, 
D 
n + 21 
z/,0 = - D,,. 2 
LEMMA 3.17. D,,., is a differential operator with leading term 
(s + l)(cY”‘d’“‘)‘+ (s - l)(d”‘W’) 
= ((s -+ 1) 6(“‘d’“)+ (s- 1) d(“)6(“1) 0’ ‘. 
Proqf: Let D = D,,.,. We shall exhibit differential operators 9, and P1 
such that: (i) 9, agrees with D in the (7:) sector, and acts as a real 
polynomial YoPoa(8,) (resp. P,Ja,)) in 8, in the 06 (resp. Id) sector; (ii) 9? 
agrees with D in the ($) sector, and acts as a real polynomial PoDod(8,) (resp. 
9,J?,)) in a, in the Od (resp. 16) sector; and (iii) ~~?Pod(a,)=~obn(~,)-~o(~,) 
and ~,6(~,)=~,,(a,)~~~~(~,), so that 
where the blocks are relative to the (2) decomposition. 
Let 
where 
(.~-l)(a;+d6+(s+1)2) n [8;‘+2(d6+(s+1)2+(2p)2)d; 
p=l 
/ 
+ (dS + (s + 1)2 - (2~)~)*], 1 odd 
’ (s-l) fi [8:+2(dd+(s+1)2+(2p-1)2)a; 
p=l 
+ (d6 + (s + 1)’ - (2~ - 1 )2)2], 1 even, 
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i 
(I- 1 l/2 
(S+z)(a;+6d+(s-1)2) n [a:+2(6d+(s-l)2+(2p)2)a: 
p=l 
+ (hi+ (s - q2 - (2p)2)2-J, 1 odd 
@” = 
II2 
I (s+I) n [a;+2(6d+(s-1)2+(2p-l)2)a; p=i +(6d+(s-1)2-(2p-I)2)2], f even. 
Then 9, is as in (i), where 9& is a real polynomial of degree 21 with lead 
coefficient s - 1 and roots 
+i(s+ 1); +i(s+ 1 +‘2p), p = l,..., q; I odd, 
(3.22) 
&i(s+ 1&‘(2p- l)), p = I,..., l/2; 1 even, 
and 914d is a real polynomial of degree 21 with lead coeffkient s + 1 and 
roots 
f i(s - 1); + i(s - 1 f’ 2p), p = l,..., ‘-;;‘; I odd, 
(3.23) 
*i(s- 1 -&‘(2p- I)), p = l,..., l/2; 1 even. 
Let 
1 odd, 
g2= ( (a;+ (x) +s2) /oj~ii:,, ((x) 
+ s2 + (2p)2 
1 
a: 
\ 
+ ((x-) +r’-(2p)i)l] 1 d, leven, 
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where 
(s - 1) at + (s + 1)(6d+ s2 - 12) -21&L?, 
d= 
-2lda, 1 (s+I)af+(s-l)(db+s”-12) ’ 
Then SSI is as in (ii), where 9&, is a real polynomial of degree 21 with lead 
coeffkient s - I and roots 
i i(s + I); ki(sf’(&J- I)), 
I- 1 
p = 1 )...) -. 2 ./odd, 
* is; -I i(s + I); 
I- 1 
(3.24) 
+i(sf’2p), p= l,..., 2;leven, 
and 9,jii is a real polynomial of degree 21 with lead coeffkient s + I and 
roots 
+ i( s - I); *i(s+‘(@- l)), p = l,..., y; I odd, 
(3.25) 
*is; f i(s - I); + i(s f’ 2p), 
1-2 
p = l,..., 2; 1 even. 
But the list (3.22) agrees with the list (3.24); and (3.23) agrees with (3.25), 
so (iii) holds, and D is a differential operator. 
The leading term of gI is 
(s - /)(a; + dS)’ 0 
0 (s + I)( 8; + 6d)’ 
(in the sense that 9, minus this operator is of lower order); the leading 
term of C& is 
and the leading term of diag (PO(8,), ~?~;(a,)) is 
(yq-&$ 
(3.2) now implies the statement about the leading term of D. b 
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It is clear from the above that the cases s = fl will be qualitatively dif- 
ferent from the typical case; as shown in Section 4, these cases can be 
viewed as higher-order generalizations of the Maxwell equations. Leaving 
out the cases s = *I for now, we can find all solutions of DZ,,k @ = 0 in @ 
or I@” (n even) in much the same way as for D,,,@ = 0. It is clear from the 
definition of D,,,, that periodic solutions occupy the 21 lines 
J-(,-l)< U<J+l- 1, J+f-l-l (mod2) 
in the ($ sector, and include the 2(1- 1) lines 
J-(1-2)< +J<J+l-2, f+f=E (mod21 
in the (y$) sector. For the rest of the periodic solutions, note that if 
i 
(s + 1) a: + (s - I)( c2 - I*) 21 da, 
gj= 
21da, (S--I) a:+ (s+I)(c~-I~) i 
as an operator in the (72) sector, then 
ag= (s2-12) 
i 
a;(+2(~2+P) a;+ (cz-P)2 0 
X 
0 ) aQ+2(cZ+I*)a:+(c'-I2)2 ' 
Thus the “extra” solutions lie on the lines 
f= k(Jk’ 0, 
and, arguing as in Section 3.b, satisfy 
The periodic null space of DZl,k is pictured in Fig. 3.3. The dotted lines 
again indicate that exactly half of the harmonic oscillators at each point are 
included. Where two dotted lines intersect, all harmonic oscillators are 
included. 
THEOREM 3.18 (Automatic periodicity). Suppose n 2 4 is euen, and 
s # kl. Let Z’z” be the space of C” periodic solutions of D,,,,@ = 0 in the 
(7:) sector satisfying 
*i(C T’s)@~~+~@,~=O, (3.26) 
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n=L,k=2,1=2 
t-t=&, k=l ,1.3 
n=6, k-2 ,I=6 
FIGURE 3.3 
and let W’ he the space of C” periodic solutions given by 
W*={J-(f-l)< ~<J+l-1,J+f-/-1mod2)j(y~) 
@fJ-(l-2)< ~<J+I-2,J+f-I(mod2))(y;) 
@((f= +(J+O}p)“Z’;‘! 
@t{f = +(J-4jc:~lnZ’-p). 
Let F = W+ n W-. Then the general solution of DZl,k@ = 0 on ii?” is of the 
.form @ + t ‘I/, where @ and !P are 2n-periodic solutions, and in fact YE F. In 
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particular, if 1~ (n - 2)/2, or if k # 0, 1, n - 1, n and 1~ n/2, all solutions are 
2n-periodic. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2; the Cauchy problem 
is again solved by solving initial value ODE problems. The only 
complication comes when the characteristic polynomial of one of these 
ODES has double roots (higher multiplicity roots do not occur). These 
correspond exactly to fields in F. 1 
THEOREM 3.19 (Oddness-evenness). Suppose n 2 4 is even, and s # +_l. 
Then every periodic solution of D,,, @ = 0 has paritl! ( - 1 )‘-I under the 
product r] of antipodal maps. 
Proof This follows immediately from the discussion in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4, together with the above characterization of the periodic 
solutions. 1 
THEOREM 3.20 (Huygens’ principle). Suppose n 3 4 is even, and s # fl. 
Suppose l<(n-2)/2, or k#O, 1, n-l, n and l<n/2. Then if@ is a C” 
solution of DZ,,k Q, = 0 on ii;r”, and the support of the Cauchy data @(O, x), 
(a,@)(O, x),..., (a:‘-‘@)(O, x) contains no point at a distance t, from 
X,E&IY’, 0 d t, 6 TC, we have @(t,, x,,) = 0. 
Proof: Since {(s + 1) - ’ 6(“)d(“) + (s - 1) - ’ d(“)6(“) ) D2,,k has leading term 
0 ‘+ ‘, the equation D Zl,k Q, = 0 has finite propagation speed, by the same 
argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.5. (The crucial point is that the 
fixed-time constraints D,,k@ = 0, atD2,,k @ = 0 can be solved to give a:‘@ 
and a2’+ ‘@ at time 0 as linear expressions in @, a,@,..., a:‘- ‘@ at time 0; 
but &is is clear from the proof of Lemma 3.17.) Given finite propagation 
speed, with the above solution of the Cauchy problem, the Lax-Phillips 
oddness-evenness argument of Theorem 2.4 implies the result. 1 
Remark 3.21. The guiding principle behind the inequality conditions 
l<(n-2)/2, or l<n/2 for k#O, l,n-l,n, is the need to avoid rhe case 
F# 0. Even when F# 0, however, a modified Huygens’ principle 
(analogous to that of Remark 2.5) holds. 
e. Representation Theoretic Content of the D2,,k 
In analogy with the situation for D,, D,,, and D2,k, the operator D,,,, 
determines a decomposition of u,_,(G) on k-forms into 5 or 6 composition 
factors, and some infinite families of unitary representations emerge. We 
first prove the conformal covariance of D,,,, on I@‘, n even, “eigenspace by 
eigenspace.” 
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THEOREM 3.22 (Covariance of D,,.,). Suppose n is ruen. For @ u C’ 
k-form on %’ and h E 0(2, n), 
D 2/.kU.s-l(h) @=~s+,(h)D~,.k@. 
Proof: By the obvious covariance under isometries and Remark 1.4, we 
are reduced to g-covariance; by symmetry, this reduces to S-covariance 
&/,k K AS) @ 2 U, +,(S) D,,., @. (3.27) 
It is enough to prove this on “simple” fields, i.e., & ,,,,, 6&, ,,,,, 8,,j.t.,, and 
f” 9,d,,,i probes, using the definition of D2,.k, Tables I-IV, (3.1 l), and (3.12). 
For convenience, we rewrite the information in Tables I-IV for the special 
representations U,, +, in terms of L J, I, and s. Let D = Dz,.L, and 
U, = U, + ,. Note that 
z=J-s, /j = J + .s. 
0=&-s+ 1, T=J+s- 1. 
(Again, these are the tx, p, cr, 5 parameters for k-forms.) The “translation” of 
Lemma 3.10 into J, s terms is given in Table IX. 
Consider first an G,,s,,,, p robe @=ei”qIci, cpIc,eE, ,,,,. DU (S) @ or 
U + (S) D@ has possibly nonvanishing components only in 
TABLE V 
6 Oh. ,., Probe: cP=dt A e”‘cp,,, cpuo~Eoo.,. j> I. @‘= U+(s)@ 
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TABLE VI 
8 M,,,, Probe: @=df A e”‘qod, (P~,,E&,,, j> 1. @‘= U+(S) CD 
@b6,, f’ .,= tcs+ I+ 1 k’f) &/ 
@’ Od,,f,,.,+,=t(J+S)(J+I+l~‘f)(P~, 
~b~,,,i,,.,~1=f(J-S)(-J~I+li’f)(Por, 
@;c,,,i, I. = +‘(W WL 
For the &,la,l.+ ,,j+I component, 
CDu-Cs) @)lii,f+ I.j+ I 
i 
f-1 
= (s+Z) n [-(S+ l)*+(J-f+2+2m)*] 
m=O 
x$-s)(J-l+ 1 +f)(P$, 
l”+Cs) D@)lcS,f+ I.j+ I 
i 
I- 1 
= (s+I) n [-f’+(J-I+1+2m)2] t(J-s)(J+I+l+f)cp:,. 
m=O I 
Factoring the quadratics and shifting indices, we find that these two 
expressions are equal. The equality of E,,,/- ,,i+, components follows by 
time reversal (from the equality of cS&/.+ ,,i+, components for an 811a,PKi 
probe). As for &&.+ ,,j-, components, 
tDu-ts) @)l~S./.+l.j-I 
{ 
I- I 
=(s+I) n [-(f+1)*+(J-I+2m)2] +(J+S)(-J--+l++f)cp; 
fW=O I 
I- I 
=(s+I) n [-f2+(J-I+1+2m)2] @+s)(-J+/+l+f)cp, 
i I??=0 I 
= (U+(S) ~@h1.+ I,/- 13 
and the equality of &Y,,,,_ I,jP, components follows by time-reversal. 
TABLE VII 
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TABLE VIII 
The relevant c$~~,~+ ,,i components are 
(DU (S) @)o,i., + I., 
/b?. 
= 
i 
,~~~,[-(.l+l)‘+(J-l+2+2m)‘] &(S--I)(l+l)~ 
I 
+(S+I)(J2-P)+2(,f+ l)l(s- 1 +1-f‘)) dqq,,, 
(U+(S) D@)on.,+ I., 
= (SSI) ‘n’ [-.f’+(J-r+ 1 +2#] $5(& 
i ,,I = 0 I 
dq+J-.~+l)(J+.~-l) 
“A (J-s- l)(J-,s) (dQod)+ 
dam =(J-s+l)(J+s-1) 
Oh 
(J+s+l)(J+s) 
Cd%>) 
&)’ zL-s-2NJ+s+2) 
“d (J+.s+ l)(J+s) 
(bo,,) + 
s(p~=(J-----2)(5+s+2)(6~ )- 
Od (J-s- l)(J-s) O“ 
dq:,= “(;“f);;ff:,,” (dv,,) + 
d~--=(J-s+2)(J+s-2)(d~ )- 
In (J+s)(J+s+l) In 
d~+=(J-----1(J+s+1)(6~ )‘ 
ld (J+s)(J+s- 1) 
Id 
&- =(J-s- l)(J+s+ 1) (6q 
Id 
(J-s)(J-s+ 1) 
I<, 
)~ 
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These two expressions will be equal if 
(s+I)[J--I+ 1 +f][.l+l- 1 -.n& 
(3.28) 
1~{-(5--)(~+1)2+(S+I)(J2-i2)+2(f.+l)I(s- I+/-.f)). 
But both sides of (3.28) reduce to 
; { -(s+E)(.f+ l)2+21(s+I)(.f+ l)+(s+t)(J”-P)). 
The relevant &,IJ,, + ,,j components are 
W-(S) @)IJ,, + I./ 
i 
/-2 
= mF, [-(,f+ l)2+(J-~+2+22m)‘] 
i 
xf{(s- 1 +I-,f)[-(.r+I)(,f+ 1)’ 
+ (s-l)(J2 -I')] -21(,f'+ 1 )(J? -.?)I cp&, 
(U+(‘9 D@),,,., + I./ 
i 
/ -1 
= ,,r_lli[-.('+(J-/+l+2m)'l f(s-l-I-.f‘)4q,. 
1 
These expressions will be equal if 
(s+I)[J-/+ 1 +,f][J+I- 1 -.f] f(s- 1 -I-.f‘) 
2 f((s- 1 +I-,f)[-@+I)(.f+ l)‘+(s-/)(J?-P)] 
-21(J'-s')(f+ 1)). (3.29) 
But both sides of (3.29) reduce to 
;(s+I){(,f+ l)‘-@+I)(f+ l)‘-(J’+I’-21s) 
x(f+ l)+(s--)(JZ-f2)}. 
The equality of L?(~~),,, _ ,.j components now follows by time-reversal. This 
completes the argument for an cF,~,.~,~ probe. 
The covariance relation (3.27) for an c&,,,:~ probe now follows by a 
similar argument, or by an application of Hodge duality. 
Next consider an &,&,,;, probe @=e”‘cp,,, (P,~E Eld.,. The only com- 
ponents of DU-(S) @ or U+(S) D@ that might not vanish are in 
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Starting with the components in the Od sector, 
These two expressions will be equal if 
t((~+i).f’-(s-(I(J2-il)+21f(s-i-,r)l 
2 -~(s-/)(J-i-,i)(J+I+.l). (3.30) 
I 
But (3.28) was proved as an equality of polynomials; replacing 1 by -1 and 
f‘ by ,f + 1, (3.30) becomes exactly problem (3.28). The equality of &,, ,,, 
components also follows, by time-reversal. As for 16 components, 
These expressions will be equal if 
~{(S+I+f)[-(.T+I)f*+(S-l)(J*-1*)]+21f‘(J2-.T2)} 
z t(.T+I)(J-I-f)(J+1+f)(s-I+S). 
But after changing f to -(f + 1 ), this is exactly problem (3.29). We also 
get equality of c?,~../-- ,,, components by time-reversal. 
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Next consider the effect of the c&,/.~ p robe on the 06 sector. The relevant 
$a.r+ 1,/+ I components are (using Lemma 3.10 in addition to 
Tables V-VIII) 
(DU-(W @)0&j + l.,i I 
= [-(f+l)‘+(J+34+2n~)~]} 
[-(S-~)(f+1)2+(S+I)((J+1)*-f2)] 
-li(f+ l)(J+s- l)(J-I+ 1 +f) 
(U+(S) D@)O&, + I./+ 1 
/-2 
= ,,~~r-f~+(J-,+2+2m)~l}(-~) 
i 
J-S- 1 
X J+s [-(s+I)f’+(s-/)(J*-I’)]-2(5-s-l) 
x (J+ [+ 1 +.f) ~f~W~d-’ 
These expressions will be equal if 
J+l+f 
- 2i {-(s-/)(f+l)*+(s+I)((J+l)*-12) 
-21(f + l)(J-I+ 1 +f)(J+s+ 1)) 
? J-1+2+f 
2i 
{ -(s+I) f’+(s-l)(J’-I’) 
-21f(J+s)(J+f+l +f)}. (3.31) 
After a tedious calculation, one find that (3.3 1) holds as an equality of 
polynomials inf, J, 1, S. Equality of the 8& ,,j+ I components for an c&,;~ 
probe follows by time-reversal. 
For the gob,, _ ,. j- , component (using Lemma 3. lo), 
(DU-(S) @boa,,- I.,- I 
I&2 
1 J+s+l 
X -- 
2i J-s 
[-(s-Z)(f + l)‘+(s+I)((J- I)‘-1*)] 
-li(J-s+ 1)(-J-I+ 1 -f)(f-1) 
x(J-s- l)(J+s+ 1) 
(J-s+l)(J-s) 
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(U+(S) D@)oa.l.-I,,-- I 
i 
l-2 
= n [f2+(J-1+2)2] 
x 
-lf(J+s+ l)( -J+I-t 1 -,f’) 
n, = 0 
-t[-(s+~)f2+(.s--j)(~2-(2)]~~~:1~(~~,.,) 
These expressions will be equal if 
(J-l+.f){(s-f)(f- I)‘-(s+l)((J- l)“-l’) 
+(-J-I+ 1 -,f’)21(,f‘- l)(J-s- 1,; 
2 (J+f-2+,~)]2~f(-J+1+ 1 -f’)(J-3) 
+ (s + I) .f“ - (s - I)(J’ - I’);. 
But changing J to -J andf’to -,j; this is exactly problem (3.31). This also 
gives (by time-reversal) equality of CYSTS,, + , , components. 
As for 8,,,,, + ,., + , components, 
(DU (W @‘)I</., + I./f I 
= ‘Ii [-(,f+l)‘+(J+3-I+2n1)‘] 
{ ,v, = 0 I 
x u+ 1) 
i 
J-s- I (J+s- l)(J+s) 
.I+ 1 (J-X- l)(J+s+ I) 
[(J+ l)‘-21 
+ [-(.s+l)(,f‘+ l)‘+(.s-l)((Jf l)‘-I’)] $J+.c- 1) 
x - 
1 
“:“;’ !f(J2-S1)+f(J+.s-l)(J+I+ 1 +.f‘) 
x [-(S+1)f2+(S--)(J2-12)1 (P:d. 
i 
These expressions will be equal if 
(J+I+f){21(f+ l)(J+ 1 -s)+ C-(S+W+ 1)2+(s--) 
x((J+1)2--*)](J-I+1+1’): 
2 (J-1+2+f)(-21f(J+s)+(J+I+ 1 +.f’) 
x [I - (s + I) .f2 f (s - I)(J2 - r’)]}, (3.32) 
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and a tedious calculation shows that (3.32) is true as a polynomial identity. 
By time-reversal, this also gives the equality of && ,.j+, components. For 
the &,/-- r,+, components, 
x J+s+l 
i 
J-s 4-l) 
(J-s+ l)(J-S)(J- 1 +s) 
J+s+ 1 
+4(&s+ 1)(-J-f+ 1 -S)[-(S+I)(f- 1)2 
+ (s-f)((J- 1)*-12)1 (Pi& 
i 
(U+(WD@),,,,--I& I 
i 
/-2 
= ,!flI, [-.f2+(J-f+2+2m)2] 
I 
x { -Jf(J-s+ 1)(J-s)+f[-(s+I)f2+(s-I)(J2-12)] 
x (J-s+ 1)(-J+/+ 1 -.r,> (PG. 
These two expressions will be equal if 
(&f+f){2f(f- l)(J- 1 +s)+(-J--l+ 1 -f)[-(.Y+f)(f- I)2 
+(s-f)((J- l)‘-f2)]} 
2 (J+f-2+f){-2&-(&s)+ [-(s+f)f2 
+(s-f)(JZ-f2)](-J+f+ 1 -f,}. 
But after changing J to --.I and f to -f, this is exactly problem (3.32). By 
time-reversal, we also get the equality of G!?,~,~+ ,,j-, components. 
The covariance relation (3.27) for a @joa,,;, probe now follows by a 
similar argument, or by an application of Hodge duality. 
We still need to treat the special cases of (3.1 l), (3.12); this just involves 
more routine calculations of the type above. Finally, since DE(S) and 
U, (S) D are differential operators, the “eigenspace by eigenspace” proof of 
covariance, along with the fact that C” = n H”, prove (3.27) for C” forms 
@. I 
Recalling Fig. 3.2, we now get 5 or 6 u,- ,(G)-invariant subspaces as was 
the case for D,,. 
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LEMMA 3.23. Suppose n 2-4 is even. Within the k:jtirms (C * or Soholetl 
class) of parity (- 1)” ’ on a”, let W’ and F he as in Theorem 3.18. Then 
the 6 subspaces F, W”, 
v’ = (+J>J+l) + w+. 
M= { 1.f <J-l) + w+ + w 
are u, ,( G)-invariant, G = OT( 2, n). 
Prooj As for Lemma 2.8, it suffices to establish U, ,(S)-invariance. 
Recalling Fig. 3.2, this reduces to the following 6 calculations 
(corresponding to arrows l-6 in Fig. 3.4) and their analogues on the other 
“edge” of Wt. (Time-reversal then takes care of W . The observation in 
the proof of Lemma 3.12 is also needed if I = I .) 
(1) Let @=e”‘cp,, be an Aid,,,, probe, ,/‘=&/+I. By TableVII. 
(U, AS) @),n., ,.,+ , = 0. Hodge duality gives a corresponding statement 
about $,,,, ,, , probes. 
(2) For @ as above, by Table VII, 
Thus by (3.26), the (‘$) component of U, _ ,(@) is in WC, and similarly for 
an c+@,,~.,,, probe. 
FIGURE 3.4 
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(3) Let @= erfrqId be an B irl.,,i probe, f= J- I+ 2. By Tables VIII 
and IX, 
BY (3.26L the ~~~),~-1,,j+1 component of U,s_ ,(S) @ thus lies in W+, and 
similarly for an $a.,:i probe. 
(4) Let @ be an 8(yz),.f;j probe on 
{f=J-l}nz+,y @=&f’ dtA%+p,,, 
I 
By Tables V and VIII, 
("~-~(s)~)O~,j-l.j+~~(u.~~~(s)~)~~~.j-l.j+i~o~ 
(5) For @J as immediately above, by Tables V and VIII, 
(u,-,(S)@),,, ,.i=+h)“+;(J+s) 
0 
= 0, 
(6) The exceptional cases corresponding to (3.1 I ) and (3.12) can also 
be handled routinely. 1 
The representation spaces of interest are F, W&/F, V’/W’, and 
Mf( W+ + WP ). 
THEOREM 3.24. Suppose n 34 is even, and s # +l. Then the inner 
products 
<@, Yu>, = (@, Da,, Y’) on M/( W’ + W- ), 
(@, Yv> vf = ( - 1)’ (@P, Dz,,~ Yu) on V’/W+, 
(@, Y> wi = + it@, D;,., Y) on W’, 
<@> VP= (@, D;,,, W on F, 
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where DL.k = CD2l,k, tl and D;r.k = C&k, t], are Hermitian, nondegenerate, 
and u,-,(G)-invariant, ( , ) ,,+- is positive definite provided I> IsI, and in this 
case V’/ W’ completes to a Hilbert space carrying u,~ ~ [( G) as a continuous 
unitary representation. With the possible exception of ( , jF, all the other 
inner products are indefinite except in the following limiting cases already 
treated (, ),,,, and ( , jyl for k=O,n, and ( , >wt for k=O,n and I= 1. 
(Recall that ( , ) itself is indefinite unless k = 0, n.) 
Remark 3.25. The theorem says that we get a unitary quotient if k is 
close enough to the middle order n/2, or if the order of the fundamental 
intertwining differential operator is high enough. For I= 1, this unitarity 
condition reduces to the condition s = 0 of Theorem 3.13. 
Proof of Theorem 3.24. Assume throughout that s > 0, i.e., that k 6 n/2. 
(The cases s < 0 can be taken care of by applying Hodge duality.) Assume 
that k # 0, n, for in these cases, the conclusion of the theorem is contained 
in Theorem 2.18. For k = 1, assign the “constants” @ dt to the Od sector, so 
that C-S > 0 in the (‘$ sector. 
All inner products are Hermitian because D,,,,, (l/i) D;,,kr and D;,,, are 
differential operators formally self-adjoint in ( , ). The argument for 
invariance of ( , )M and ( , ) “+ proceeds along the lines of the 
corresponding argument for Theorem 2.9; the key points are the covariance 
relation (3.27), the fact that (s - 1) + (s + I) = n - 2k, and the fact that if h is 
a conformal transformation, h. g = Q2g, then h gk = Pzkgk. The proof of 
nondegeneracy for ( , ) M and ( , ) Vz is exactly as in Theorem 3.13. 
Let D = DZ,,k, and consider now the definiteness question for (Q, DY). 
For an &. ,., probe @ = dt A eif’cpo,l, 
/-I 
(@, D@)= -24.~~1) n [-f*+(J-I+ 1 +2m)‘] 
m=O 
while for an &rii ,,., probe @ = e@cp,,, 
/- I 
(@, D@)=h(s+f) fl [-f’+(J--I+ 1 +2m)‘] 
IT?=0 
where the norms are in the L* spaces of forms in S”-- ‘. This already shows 
the indefiniteness of ( , ) ,,,, and ( , ) “+ when I< s. When I> s, ( , ) M is 
positive definite on the ($ sector, while the sign of ( , ) ,,+ on the ($) 
sector is (- 1)‘. 
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For the analysis of the sign of (~0, D@) in the (72) sector, assume that 
l> s, since this is the only case in which unitarity is still possible for ( , ) ,A 
or (, jM. Suppose that IfI 2 J+ 1, or IfI 6 J- 1 but (f, J) # (0, I). Then 
we claim there are two (., D. )-orthogonal subspaces Q * of 8 = &(w),~:,, 
withO<b=h(f,J,s,/)(so that&=6+@dP),such that (.,D.)isdefinite 
or zero on 8’. Since for @E ~9(:;),,;~, 
/-2 
n [-f’+(J-I+2+2m)‘] 
??I=0 
we need only show that 8 + and dP are (., 22.)-orthogonal, and that 
(., 9.) is definite or zero on &‘. 
The orthogonality condition will be used to determine h. Let 
@=e”‘(df A ih&p,,,+cp,,)E6+, 
P=e”‘(-df A ih$,,+$,,,)E8m. 
Then 
(@,w)=27c((J2-s2)[(f+s)(J2-f2)+(1-.s),f2] h’ 
- C(~+.~).~2+(~--S)(J2-~2)1S(~,I,, ~ld)L’(A”,.s”-‘H. 
The orthogonality condition thus forces 
(3.33) 
Both the numerator p and denominator q on the right in (3.33) are positive 
for IfI 2 J+ I or IfI <J--l, (f, J) # (0, I). Indeed, 
P/I/-I=J+I 
ap --,=l+oO; 
w ) 
= 2/(J+Z)(J-s)(J2-s2)>0, &=(1s)(J2-?)>O; 
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= 21(J- I)(J- s) > 0, dP ----,=I-s>o; 
a(J ) 
q/,/,=.1 1 
(l.Jl + (0.0 
= 21(J-I)(J+s)(J’-s’)>O, a’ -= (l+s)(J”-s’)>O. 
a(J’) 
Thus we can define h to be the positive square root of the expression on the 
right in (3.33), and get (., D .)-orthogonality of b+ and B . 
For @ and ‘P as above, 
(@,:1@)=27~{-qqh~+41f(J~-s~)h-p} llqldlj’, 
(vl,.MY)=2n{ -qh*-41f(J2-s’)h-p} i~$,,,li’. 
(., .JA. ) will certainly be negative definite on both B + and B if the 
quadratic polynomial 
Q(c)= -qc’+4!f(J2-s’)c-p 
takes on only negative values. But Q(0) = -p < 0, and the discriminant of 
Q is 
;’ = 16Pf2( J2 - .3)2 - 4pq. 
In the special case f‘= 0, J > I, 
y= -4pq<o, 
so (., J. ) is negative definite, as is ( ., D. ). With the fact that ( , ) ,,, is 
positive definite in the ($ sector, this shows that ( , )M is indefinite. But 
for ( , > ,,?, 
- zz -8( J* - .y2)(j2 - s’)(f’ -J’ - ,?) 
<o for IfI 3 J+l. 
This shows that (., a ‘) is negative detinite, so that (., D .) is (- l)‘- 
definite, on &(y; 
d 
,,;, with jj’l > J+1. T o mish the analysis of the sign of f 
(, )Vi, we nee to look at the casesf- i(J+I), in which b=(J-s)~ ‘, 
and 
0, + = f' 
-4l(J+I)(J+s), f # f’. 
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That is, on &p),J+,,inZ+3+ c Wt and &(y),-cJ+,j,jnZ-3+ G W-, 
(., SC%?.) =0 as expected, but on &(~m),J+r,in Z+,- and Jf(m),--(J+,j,jnZ-,-, 
( ., W. ) is negative definite, so that ( ., D. ) is ( - 1 )/-definite. This completes 
the proof that ( , )yt is positive definite. The strength of the ( , )yt 
uniform structure is between that derived from H”* and that derived from 
H’, so after completion, we get a continuous unitary representation. All 
statements about ( , )M and ( , ) ,,+ have now been proved. 
The proof of invariance for ( , ) Wf proceeds exactly as in Theorem 2.9 
or 2.18; to show that U,+,(S) and U,-,(S) are (, )-formal adjoints, (3.13) 
is needed. 
( , ) w+ is nondegenerate because ( , ) is nondegenerate on each FLj, and 
N(D’) is exactly F. Indefiniteness for the case I= 1 has already been taken 
care of in Theorem 3.13. If I> 1, an &i:ls,f,j probe @ = eiffqia with &ila,r.j s?E F, 
f2=(J-I+ 1+2p)2, O<p61-1, 
has 
(@, D’@)=(s+I) jj [-f’+(J-I+ 1 +2m)*] 
o<m</- 1 
+J*. (3.34) 
m+fl 
Thus on adjacent solid lines of W’/F in the 16 sector, which will exist if 
I> 1, ( , ) wi takes on opposing signs. Therefore ( , ) Wt is always 
indefinite for I > 1. 1 
Remark 3.26 (n = 2). Versions of Theorems 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.22, and 
3.24, and Lemma 3.23 hold for n = 2, k = 1 (so that s = 0); but some care 
must be taken in the proofs concerning the special case J= 0. We omit the 
details here. 
Remark 3.27 (Odd n). The situation for odd n in the case of forms is 
similar to the scalar field situation described in Remark 2.21. All solutions 
of D2,,k @ = 0 in @‘, s # +/, are 47c-periodic in t, even if I > IsI. There are 4 
“parities,” corresponding to f 1 and + i eigenspaces of the operator com- 
ing from (under any u,) either element of the double cover of O(2, n) which 
covers diag (- l,..., - 1). The parity of positive frequency solutions 
disagrees with that of negative frequency solutions, so the analogues of Wf 
and Wp reduce different representations. 
Remark 3.28. Back in the case of even n, the non-periodic solution 
space tF of Theorem 3.23 can be brought into the representation theoretic 
picture by passing to universal covers (of # and of G). In addition to the 
representation spaces of the theorem, ( W+ + W- + tF)/W* is also 
U, _ ,(C)-invariant. 
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Remark 3.29 (Hodge * duality). For k = n/2 (s =O), each u,(G,) acts 
on the s-dual forms, s2 = (- 1)(,1/2’4’ (recall Remark 3.14). But even 
restricting to G,, we get no unitary representations beyond those guaran- 
teed by Theorem 3.24. The case I= 1 has been taken care of in 
Remark 3.14, and the proof of Theorem 3.24 shows that the E-dual sum- 
mand of M/( W+ + W- ) is still nonunitary. To show that the e-dual part of 
W’/F is nonunitary, note that the analogue of (3.34) for an &,.,-, probe 
df A e”‘(~~~~ is 
Thus for s = 0, the signs of ( , ) ,+ on adjacent solid lines in the (y$) sector 
differ, even after restriction to s-dual forms. 
Remark 3.30 (Representations of the Lorentz group). Some interesting 
observations can be made concerning representations of the Lorentz group 
O(l,n) on k-forms in sti-‘, using the machinery built up above. Let 
lGk<n-2 , s = (n - 2k)/2, let B be the operator Vi&l+ (s - I )’ on M(S), 
and let C be the operator Jlii+s’ on A’(d). (The eigenvalues of B on C 
are the (n - 2)/2 +.j, j = 1, 2 ,....) For I = 1, 2 ,..., define an operator L,,, on 
C” k-forms in S” ’ by 
l-l Be2 + n1 
i 
on .#(fi) 
I- 1 C-2+m 
i 
on d(d). 
For even I, L,.l, is a differential operator with leading term ((n - I )/2 - 
k+1/2) (M)“‘+((n-1)/2-k-1/2) (dd)/“=[((n-1)/2-k+1/2)6d+- 
((n-1)/2-k-1/2)d6]A”2 ‘: 
- mfi, (I-kimf). [even. 
5X0 74’2-6 
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By Lemma 3.9, L,,, is Y-covariant 
Ll,kU~(n-1)/2)-k~(1/2) (Y)= U((n- 1),2)-k+(l,2dY) L/,k. 
By symmetry and the obvious O(n)-invariance, L,,, is o( 1, n)-covariant, 
and for even 1 is 0( 1, n)-covariant by Remark 1.4 
LI,kU((,, - *v2~-k-(1,2A~)= U((,-1),2)~k+(,,2,(h) L,,k, hEO(l,n),/even. 
(3.35) 
The infinite-dimensional representation space is Cs( A k)/~( L,,,), which 
admits the invariant inner product (cp, $),,k = (cp, L,,kt,b)L2. (That is, 
COVZWianCC shows that ( , )I.k is U,(,,+ 1)12)-kp(//2)(o(1, n)Wew, and for 
even 1 is u((,,- l)/z)Pk- (,,2](0( 1, n))-invariant.) 
The null space of L,.k is easily computed: 
N(L/,k) = 
V% 1-n (mod2) 
E, 0 ... OE,,. , -,1v21 I- 1 =n (mod 2) 
where E, = Eii,i.k@ E,i,k. ( , ),,k cannot be definite if n - 1 - 2k - 1 and 
n - 1 - 2k + I have opposite signs, i.e., if I> In - 1 - 2kl. The case 
l=ln--1 -2k( is treated in Remark4.12. If l<In-l-2kl, then l<n- 1, 
and M(LLk) = (0) regardless of the parity of I+ n; ( , ),,k is definite 
(positive for 2k <n - 1 - 1, negative for 2k> n - 1 + I), and continuous 
unitary representations result for even 1. 
4. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS AND THE CASE s= ?I 
a. Maxwell’s Equations 
Maxwell’s equations in an n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold, 
n even, are the conditions 6F= dF= 0 on an n/Zform F. In &l”, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose n 3 4 is even. Then C” n/2-form solutions of 
#“)F= &“F= 0 (4.1) 
in I@” are 2rt-periodic in t and even under the antipodal map in I?‘. 
Equations (4.1) satisfy Huygens’ principle in the following sense: tf the sup- 
port of the data (F,, F1, a,F,, arFl)(O, x) contains no point at a distance t, 
from xOESndl, 0 d t, < 71, then F(t,, x0) = 0. 
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Proof: If (4.1) holds, then 
q IF=O, 
F,, = F,,, = 0 
(4.2) 
by (3.2). By (4.2) 
By (3.3) and (3.4), the eigenvalues of Sd on coclosed (n-2)/2-forms or of 
dh on n/2-forms are (n - 2)/2 + j, j = 1, 2, 3,.... This proves periodicity, and 
evenness follows immediately from (3.7). The Lax-Phillips oddnesseven- 
ness argument of Theorem 2.2 and finite propagation speed (from (4.2)) 
give Huygens’ principle. 1 
The connection of Maxwell’s equations to the D2,k is as follows. Since the 
cohomology Wi2(ii;r”) vanishes, d’“‘F= 0 implies that F = d’“‘A for some 
(n-2)/2-form A on *. As a condition on A, Maxwell’s equations read 
6”” d”“A = 0, and 8”) d”” is exactly D2,,,1P ZIIz. Conformal covariance is 
expressed by 
fi(‘l’ d”“u,(h) = u2(h) 6’“)d”‘) h E O(2, n). (4.3) 
The vector potential A is not uniquely defined; it is subject to the gauge 
ambiguity A H A + d”“a for a an (n -4)/2-form. This is at the root of the 
representation theoretic differences between D2.f,1 _ 2,,2 (or its “mirror 
image” ht,, + 2)/2 ) and the other D,,,. For the higher order D,,,,, this 
generalizes to a difference between the cases s = +I and s # +I. The impor- 
tant representations in the Maxwell case can be described either in terms of 
Maxwell fields F, or in terms of gauge equivalence classes of Maxwell 
potentials A; we choose the latter course here. Note that by (3.2), the pure 
gauges &d”“) = M(d’“‘) (within the (n - 2)/Zforms) occupy the entire Od 
sector, and the subspace {arAId- dA,, = 0) of the (y:) sector. The property 
of being a pure gauge is u,(O(2, n)))-invariant: 
d”‘&(h) = u,(h) d’“). (4.4) 
BY (3.2), 
h’“‘d’“‘A=dt A (6dA,-M,A,)-da,A,+(a;+hd)A,. 
Thus ,11*(6’“‘d’“)) is generated by the pure gauges, together with solutions 
of (8: + 6d) Bjla = 0 (i.e., the lines f= +.I) in the 16 sector. In particular, 
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the Coulomb gauge can be fixed: if 6’“‘d’“‘A = 0, some gauge equivalent 
A + d’“‘f has only a 16 component. 
Lemma 3.12 still provides us with the 5 u,(G)-invariant subspaces 
W’, V’, M, and by (4.4), 3 = ,Ir(d”“) is also invariant. To get represen- 
tation spaces with nondegenerate invariant inner products, we must 
“deflate” by the pure gauges 3: 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose n 3 4 in even, and let W’, V’, A4 be the sub- 
spaces of the (n - 2)/2-forms on M” (C” or H”) given in Lemma 3.12. The 
inner products 
(@, Y), = (@, 6’“)d”‘)Y) on (M+g)/(W+ + W- +Y) 
(0, Y) yi = -(@ 3 6’“)d’“)Y) on (V’+%)/(W* +%) 
(@ 3 Y) ,,+ = &i(@, [6”“d’“’ t 11 Y) on ( W’ +9)/g 
are well-defined, Hermitian, nondegenerate, and u,(G)-invariant. ( , )M is 
indefinite but ( , > “+ and ( , ) wi are positive definite and result, after com- 
pletion, in continuous unitary representations. 
Proof The inner products are well defined (gauge invariant) because 
6(“) and d’“) are ( , )-formal adjoints, and 
[fi”‘)d”‘), t] = 6’“‘&(dt) - t(dt) d’“‘. 
They are Hermitian because 6”‘)d”‘) and (l/i)[6”‘)d”‘), t] are formally self- 
adjoint. Invariance of ( , )M and ( , ) ,,* follows from the argument of 
Theorem 2.7, using the covariance relation (4.3) and Eq. (3.13). The proof 
of invariance for ( , ) ,+ is just as in Theorem 2.9. 
For an d ,s,,z, probe A = e’oA,,, 
(A, 6’“‘d’“‘A) = 2n( -f' +J2) l(A,J2, 
while for an &(w),,,;~ probe A = e”‘(dt A A06 + A ,d)r 
(A, 6’“)d’“)A) = -27~ lla,AId- dA,,ll’. 
Since a,A,,- dAoa = 0 is the pure gauge condition, this proves non- 
degeneracy of ( , )M and ( , ) Vi) indefiniteness of ( , ) ,,,, and positive 
definiteness of ( , )“+. 
For an d ,a,/,j probe A = e’oA,,, 
(A, [6’“)d’“), t] A)= -4nifIJA,,l)2; 
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by gauge invariance and the possibility of fixing the Coulomb gauge, this 
shows that ( , ) Wi- is positive definite. 
The strength of the ( , )“+ uniform structure is between those of the 
uniform structures derived from H’!* and H’; the ( , ),+,? uniform struc- 
ture is that derived from HI”. Thus the representations with positive 
definite invariant inner products complete to continuous unitary represen- 
tations. 1 
Remurk 4.3 (Polarization qf symplectic structure). On real fields, the 
inner product ( , ),+,+ is a gauge-invariant symplectic form, which may be 
polarized (on IV’/%) as in Remarks 2.10 and 3.15 to give the complex 
inner product ( , ) u + . This inner product also agrees with that given by 
Zuckerman [54] for n = 4, viz. 
the integral being taken at any fixed t: ( , ) ,+,+ = 47c( , ). After pulling 
back to Minkowski space, it also agrees with that found by Gross [ 131 in 
the case n = 4. 
Remark 4.4 (Hodge * duality). Restricting to Go, the solutions of 
6”” d”‘jA = 0 can be split into those leading to kc-dual fields, 
E?=(-l)‘“~‘il: 
This splits the (already unitary) representation on W+ into two summands 
carrying u,(G,). 
Remark 4.5. As is easily verified by applying *(‘), the “mirror image” 
operator D2,,n -+ 2)12 = fP)6(“) carries the same representation theoretic 
information as D, ,,,, _ 2j,2. 
b. The Case s = I 
The “correct” way to view solutions of D,,,,@ = 0 with s = 1 is as vector 
potentials for a Maxwell-type system on (k + 1 )-forms. The case s = -1 is a 
“mirror image” under ecnt. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose n >, 4. Ifs = 1 (so that n is necessarily even), 
D 1l.k = 6%3d(“‘, 
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where 9 is a differential operator of order 2(1- l), with leading term 
(d’“‘$“‘)‘- 1, on (k + 1 )-forms, acting as 
0 in the 16 sector 
/-2 
21 fl [aj+(C-f+2+2m)2] in the Od sector 
m=O 
i 
I-3 
21 fl [8f+(B-/+3+2m)2] 
m=O I 
(4.5) 
in the sector, 
where C2 = d6 + s2 = d6 + I2 on closed k-forms, and 
on coclosed k-forms 
on closed (k + 1 )-forms. 
Proof: It is straightforward to compute that if 9 is defined by (4.5), 
then 6’“‘Bd(“’ = D2,,k (using the definition of DZ,,k and (3.3), (3.4)). That 99 
is a differential operator with leading term (d”“6’“‘)‘- ’ is established by an 
argument like that of Lemma 3.17. m 
LEMMA 4.7. For n 2 4, s = I, and 9 as above, the system 
on (k + 1 )-forms is conformally invariant in the sense that 
d”%,(h) F= u,(h) d(“‘F, 
d’“‘F= 0 *6”“%,(h) F= u,,(h) 6’“‘9F 
(4.7) 
for all h E 0(2, n). 
Proof: (4.7) is a general differential geometric identity. If d(“‘F= 0, the 
vanishing of the cohomology Hk+ I(@‘) implies that F= d’“‘@ for some 
k-form @. By the covariance of D2,,k, 
S’“‘%A,(~) F= 6’“‘%,(h) d’“‘@ 
= G%Bd(“‘uo(h) @ = u2/(h) 6’“‘9d’“‘@ 
= u,,(h) 6’“‘9F. 1 
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THEOREM 4.8. Suppose n >4, s = 1, and k #O. Then solutions of the 
system (4.6) on I’@’ are automatically 2x-periodic in t, and even under the 
antipodal map in A?‘. The system (4.6) satisfies Huygens’ principle in the 
following sense: if the support of the data (F, d,F,..., a;?[-‘F)(O, x) contains 
no point at a distance t, from x0 E S”- ‘, 0 Q t, f x, then F( to, x0) = 0. 
Proof d’“‘F= 0 implies that 
F,, = 0, 
a,F,,-dF,,=O. 
6”‘)9F= 0 implies that 
/-2 
JJ [af+(C-l+2+2m)2]F0d=0, 
n, = 0 
i 
/-3 
(a,(s) n [a:+(B-i+3+2m)2] 
m = 0 1 
x (“:+ y;‘i’/ ;)(~;)-o. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
The latter equation, together with (4.8), implies that 
jJ [af+(B-I+ 1 +2m)2] F,,=o, 
??I=0 
since 
= [B2-(1-1)2]-‘6(d;+2(B2+(1-1)2)Sf 
+ (B2 - (I- 1)‘)‘) F,,. 
Now the characteristic polynomials of the ODE determined by (4.9) and 
(4.10) have no double roots: 
n-2 
J-f+ 1 =J-s+ 1 a;-- 2 +1=2. 
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This shows periodicity, and (3.7) immediately gives evenness. Huygens’ 
principle follows from the Lax-Phillips oddness/evenness argument of 
Theorem 2.2, once we note that the leading term of d”“6’“‘~ + (6’“‘d’“‘)’ is 
Cl’, so that solutions of (4.6) have finite propagation speed. 1 
Of course, F above plays the role of the Maxwell field in this setting, and 
the solution A of 02,,kA =0 is the analogue of the vector potential. The 
case k = 0 has been eliminated because it has already been treated in Sec. 1; 
it is qualitatively different because there is no gauge ambiguity in the 
definition of A. Since the cohomology Hk+ ‘(a) = 0, each solution F of 
(4.6) admits a vector potential. A pure gauge is again defined to be a 
(k - 1)-form in %!(dcn)). Lemma 3.23 provides the 5 u,(G)-invariant sub- 
spaces W’, V’, M. Since uO(G) and d’“) commute 3 3 = ,%‘(d(“‘) is also 
u,(G)-invariant. Theorem 4.2 generalizes to 
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose n 3 4 i&even, s = I, and k # 0. Let W”, V’, M be 
the subspaces of the k-forms on M” (Cx or H”‘) given in Lemma 3.23. The 
inner products 
(@T y>, = (@, &l,k y) on (M+?J)/( W+ + W +g), 
(@, y> vt = ( - 1)’ (@‘, D,,., y) on (V’i-g)/(W* +$), 
(@, y> IV* = ki(@, D;,, y) on ( W’ + g))/%?, 
where Di,k = CDZ,,k, t], are well defined, Hermitian, nondegenerate, and 
u,(G)-invariant. ( , ),,, is indefinite, and ( , ) wr is indefinite for l> 1. 
( , ) yi is positive definite, and results, after completion, in a continuous 
unitary representation. 
Proof: ( , )M and ( , ) yf are clearly well defined (gauge invariant). 
Since 
[D,,,, 2 t] = [6’“‘~d’“‘, t] 
= S’“‘g[d’“‘, t] + S’“‘[9, t] d(“) + [6’“‘, t] $%I’” 
= S’“)%(dt) + 6”“[58, t] d”‘) - r(dt) Bd’“‘, 
( , ) Wk is also well-defined. Since D,,., and D;,,, are formally self-adjoint 
(t is formally self-adjoint on k? and [ D2,,k, t] has periodic coefficients), all 
the inner products are Hermitian. By the covariance of D,,,,, (3.13), and 
the argument of Theorem 2.7, ( , )M and ( , ) vi are u,(G)-invariant. The 
proof of invariance for ( , ) W+ is just a slightly modified version of the 
argument of Theorem 2.9. 
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As in the Maxwell case, the pure gauges occupy the entire Od sector, 
and the subspace (8,A ,d= dA,,} of the (y:) sector. For an 8,&,,., probe 
A = @A ,,j. 
/- I 
(A,D2,.kA)=4nl n [-f’+(J-f+1+2m)?], 
m = 0 
while for an &(y;),,,, p robe A = e”‘(dt A A,, + A ,,,), 
I- 2 
(A,D,,,,A)= -47~1 fl [-f’+(J-I+2+2m)‘] lia,A,,,-dA0,j112. 
,n = 0 
Since $,A ,(, - L-U,,, = 0 is the pure gauge condition, ( , ) ,,,, and ( , ) “+ are 
nondegenerate, ( , )M is indefinite, and ( , )Vt is positive definite. The 
strength of the ( , ) “+ uniform structure is between those derived from H” 
and H’; thus the representation on (I’* +!9)/( W’ +%) completes to a 
continuous unitary representation. 
For an 8,;h,,,, p robe A =e”‘A,,s withf=J-I+ 1 +2p, O<pdl- 1, 
D;,,,A=Snifl fl [-j-*+(&I+ 1 +2m)‘]. 
OQrn<l I 
II? # p 
Thus the sign of ( , ),,,,+ in the 16 sector alternates 
sgn(A, A),, =(-1)‘.““. 
This shows that ( , ) w+ (and similarly, ( , ) ,+, ) is indefinite for I > I. 1 
Remark 4.10 (Gauge-fixing). If I> 1, solutions of D,,,, A = 0 with s = 1 
cannot be reduced to the Coulomb gauge A,= Ald=O; if A - d’“lfis in the 
Coulomb gauge, 
a,f,s = Ana, 
a,f,rdfoa = 4,,, 
df,s=A,,. 
This can be arranged only if dA Db = a,A,,; for I > 1, this is not necessarily 
true of solutions. What can be done, however, is to give a unique represen- 
tative in each gauge equivalence class with components only on the lines 
+f =J-I+ 1 t2m, OdmGf- I 
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of the 16 sector, and the lines 
+f =J-1+2+2m, O<m<l--2 
of the Id sector. We shall call this the canonical gauge. 
Remark 4.11 (A partial gauge). In [34] Paneitz showed, in the case 
n = 4, that even though the space L of Coulomb gauge Maxwell potentials 
is not conformally (u&0(2, n))) invariant, the space 
L = L + d’“‘N(D,) 
is. (Recall that D, is the fourth-order operator on scalar fields intertwining 
u0 and uq.) Thus to compensate for the non-Coulomb gauge part of a con- 
formal transform of A E L, only the special pure gauges &)a, a E .N(D,), 
are needed. The analogous statement is true for even n > 4: if k = (n - 2)/2 
and L, is the Coulomb gauge subspace of N(6’“‘&‘), then 
is u,(O(2, n))-invariant. For by Table VII, if A = eflA 16 is an &l;a,f,j probe, 
f = +J, and A’= U,(S) A, then 
so that 
This implies that 
where the (n-4)/2-form a has nonzero components only on the lines 
rtf = J f ’ 1 of the 16 sector; in particular, D,,, ~ 4j,za = 0. 
The analogue of this for the general s = 1 case is as follows. If N is the 
space of canonical gauge solutions of D2,,kA = 0, s = 1, then 
is 24,(0(2, n))-invariant. Indeed, for an “interior” &l;a,f,j probe A, i.e., one 
with +J= J- I + 1 + 2m, 1 <m < I - 2, it is clear from Fig. 3.2 that 
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U,(S) A E R. For an “exterior” &&, probe A, i.e., one with 
-l-f= J+’ (1- l), it follows from Table VII that U,(S) A E fl. For example, 
for the case f = J - (1- 1 ), the key point is that 
For A an “interior” 6’,ld,,f,, p robe (&f=J-I+2+2m, 1 <mbl-2) it is 
clear from Fig. 3.2 that U,(S) A E fl. For A an “exterior” &,Ld,,, probe 
( +f = J +’ (I - 2)), the result follows from Tables VIII, IX. For example, in 
the case f = J- (I- 2) the key point is that 
= a,A Id./- I,/+ I 
The positive and negative frequency subspaces of z,, and fi above are 
easily shown to be u,(G)-invariant. 
Remark 4.12 (Representations 
I= n - 1 - 2k, the operators L,,, of 
k#O, act as 
1 
/- I
1 n 
m = 0 ( 
*--T+m 
\ 
) 
on S?!(6) 
0 on S?(d), 
of the Lorentz group). For 
Remark 3.29 (on k-forms in s” ’ ), 
i.e., as SCni-2, (B-((l- 1)/2)+m)] d. (The case -/=n- 1 -2k is a 
“mirror image” under the Hodge *.) For I= 2, k = (n - 3)/2, L,,, is the 
(Riemannian) Maxwell operator 6d on vector potentials. In any case, 9(d) 
can be considered as a space of pure gauges. If I is even (so that n must be 
odd), the covariance relation (3.35) becomes 
L./rue(h) = u,(h) Lb hEO(1, n). 
The infinite-dimensional representation space is C” (Ak)/N( L,,k), which 
admits the u,(O( 1, n))-invariant inner product (cp, tj ),,k = (cp, L,., tj)1.~. 
Note that JV(L,,~) = W(d) 0 E,,, 0 . . . 0 E,,(/+ , ,,Jiz, where Ea., = E,,,., 
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5. REMARKS 
a. Complete Decomposition 
The principal weakness of the above results compared to, say, those of 
[40, 31, 321 in special cases, is that we have no proof of the irreducibility of 
the 5 or 6 composition factors of the representations decomposed here. The 
tool needed to show that the decomposition is complete, or to find the 
complete composition lattice, would seem to be the so-called Gegenbauer 
forms. In the scalar field case, a K= SU(2) x O(n)-type is given by a fre- 
quency j together with an O(n)-type. Each SO(n)-type can be represented 
by its unique (up to a scalar factor) SO(n - 1)-invariant member, or 
Gegenbauer polynomial, The action of K, together with the action of g on 
the Gegenbauer polynomials, give complete information on the com- 
position series (see [31] for n = 4). The same approach should apply in the 
case of forms, and in arbitrary dimension. 
An alternate approach, suggested by [28], is to realize certain forms on 
I@ as boundary values of holomorphic forms in a complex domain. In the 
presence of a nondegenerate invariant inner product, some reducibility 
questions become elementary questions in meromorphic function theory. 
b. Dirac Operators 
All the intertwining differential operators treated in this paper are of even 
order; they are generalizations of the wave and Maxwell operators, and of 
hybrids (the D,,,) of these two. The full physical picture includes odd-order 
operators based on the wave, Maxwell, and Dirac operators, and the bun- 
dle of spinors, a “tensor product square root” of the bundle of forms. Some 
results on the decomposition of representations of the conformal group on 
higher spin bundles are already in place [33, 51. Eventually, one would like 
to have complete decompositions, in the sense of Section 5.a, of all such 
representations. 
c. Particles 
The explicit correlation of the irreducible unitary representations with 
physical particles, where applicable, should be made. (It should be possible 
to tap into known information by restricting to the Lorentz group.) One 
consequence of working on compactified Minkowski space is that all our 
field operators (intertwining differential operators) have discrete spectra. In 
the case of the wave equation, the eigenvalues of D, correspond to the 
Klein-Gordon equations 
D,@+m*@=O, 
which have solutions; that is, D, can be thought of mass-squared operator. 
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The corresponding V’/ W’ is the corresponding positive mass-squared, 
positive frequency representation of G, and massive particles are obtained 
by decomposing this representation under a smaller (PoincarC-like) group 
(see [ 171). In this sense, all the D,,,, are prospective mass operators, and 
their eigenvalues may have content for the prediction of physical particle 
mass ratios. 
d. General Conformal Covariants 
The idea behind the intertwining differential operators D,,,, of this paper 
comes from work of the author [4,6] on “general” conformally covariant 
differential operators (those covariant under conformal deformation of 
arbitrary pseudo-Riemannian manifolds). This is also the impetus behind 
[43]. But, intriguingly, the solution of the general classification problem 
for conformally covariant operators (including conformal tensors, which are 
just zeroth-order conformally covariant operators) may be entirely bound 
up in these special cases. The “method of Cartan” [51, Sect. IV] reduces 
the classification problem in principle to questions about representations of 
O(p, q) and its parabolic subgroups. (See also [47, Sect. I].) The prospect 
of solving this classification problem (which is motivated by physics, and. 
more recently, by the theory of CR manifolds [45, 471) is part of the 
motivation for the present work. 
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